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CHFMISTRY AND MATERIALS DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

T. A. Eastwood

Solid State Studies

The X-ray production cross sections for praseodyniurn ion
bombardment of aluminum and silicon have been measured to determine
whether such excitation processes influence the ion range significantly.
Contrary to a recently published suggestion, the cross sections observed
are far too small to have such an effect.

Earli.er measurements on the outward relaxation of surface
atoms have been extended to include the major faces of platinum single
crystals and an important face in nickel. Both elements show relaxation
on the (111) faces when investigated by ion channelling and backscattering
techniques, and in addition, there appears to be some lateral displacement
of atoms in. platinum (HO) surfaces. For reasons yet to be established,
these observations are not in complete accord with the currently accepted
interpretation of low energy electron diffraction (LEED) results.

Research on radiation-produced defects in metals by ion
channelling and backscattering techniques has been extended to include
zirconium alloys. It appears that interstitial zirconium atoms, formed
during low temperature bombardment, migrate at 100-150 K and become
trapped at substitutional gold atoms in a Zr(Au) alloy, forming a Zr-Au dumb-
bell lying along the close-packed direction. There is evidence for a second
type of intersticial migration at higher temperatures but the results are
complex and have yet to be interpreted completely.

The anodic oxidation of aluminum has been studied using xenon
as a marker and backscattering techniques to determine the position of the
marker in the oxide. The aluminum transport number i. e. the fraction of
the current carried by aluminum ions in the oxide as it grows in thickness,
was found to decrease with increasing depth of the marker atoms. A constant
value was expected and the reasons for non-ideal behaviour are being
investigated.

In a similar study of the anodic oxidation of silicon in an
electrolyte containing phosphate ions, it has been found that phosphorus
migrates through the silicon'dioxide as a negative ion, or part of one, with a
mobility comparable to that of oxygen.



(ii)

Radiation Chemistry

Further research on the yields of ozone from pulsed electron
irradiations of mixtures of oxygen with helium, neon or argon has revealed
the prominent role played by subexcitation electrons, i. e. electrons with
energies sufficient to dissociate oxygen molecules but below the first
excited state of the rare gas atom. When this role is properly taken
inlo account, good agreement is obtained between the observed yields and
values calculated from independent data.

Studies of the radiolysis of alkali metals in mixed solvents
have been extended to include ethylamine-hydrazine mixtures. There is
a strong non-linear dependence of the absorption maxima of the solvated
electron and ion-electron pairs upon solvent composition which suggests
preferential solvation by hydrazine. No significant change is noted in the
metal anion spectrum.

Heavy Water Processes

a) Amine- Hydrogen Process

In studies of the mechanism of the catalysed deuterium
exchange reaction, the rate of exchange of protons between the amine
group of methylamine and the amide group of potassium methylamide has
been investigated using nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. An
increase in rate is observed as the temperature is raised but the results are
complicated by competing changes in nuclear relaxation.

The thermal decomposition of pure methylamine to form
ammonia has been found to proceed smoothly but very slowly in the vapour
phase. At 405 K the half-life of the decomposition reaction is in the
order of 200 years. There are indications that the slow increase in
ammonia concentration observed earlier in liquid samples at this temperature
results from decomposition proceeding in the vapour above the liquid and
is promoted by the surface of the container.

b) Photolytic Processes

Optical absorption resonances in vapours broaden as the
pressure is increased and it has been demonstrated that this effect can be
exploited to bring about significant absorption of light from our fixed wave-
length laser in deuterium bromide, where there is a mismatch between an
unbroadened resonance and the laser wavelength. Thus in practical
cystems it should be possible to vibrationally stimulate molecules with
laser light even though there is some mismatch of wavelengths.



(iii)

Gas chromatographic procedures capable of detecting 10 ppm of
methyl bromidp in methyl chloride have been developed and used to
tentatively idencily the former compound as a product of reaction between
bromine atoms and methyl chloride when stimulated by laser irradiation.

Analytical Sciences

Oxidation-reduction processes in groundwater flow systems are
being studied in collaboration with the Environmental Research Branch and
Environment Canada. A model has been developed based on chemical
thermodynamics and is supported by data obtained from the Perch Lake
basin last summer. Further field and laboratory work is planned for
this summer.

The chemical purification circuit for the proposed helium-3
power cycling rig has been tested In the laboratory and a number of
recommendations for modification have been made.

Macerials Science

Earlier work on stress corrosion cracking" (SCC) of Zircaloy on
exposure to fused salts at 573 K has been extended to Zr-2. 5% Nb pressure
tube material and some differences in the mode of cracking have been
observed in preliminary experiments. Human perspiration has been shown
to cause SCC of the Zr-Nb alloy at 573 K.

Both double cantilever beam and constant-K type specimens of
Zr-2. 5°'o Nb have given surprisingly low rates of delayed hydride crack
propagation compared with other types of specimen. The reasons for this
are not understood at present.

Mechanical properties measurements on specimens from
Zircaloy-2 and Zr-2. 5'70 Nb pressure tubes have shown little difference in
Young's modulus or activation areas during stress relaxation. The
measurements give what are probably the most accurate values of the
proportional limits for these materials reported to date.

Assessment of high temperature creep results accumulated over
the past three years shows that at temperatures around 873 K creep in
a-zirconium cannot be simply controlled by diffusion. A model is proposed
in terms of activated glide.



(iv)

Electron microscopy of irradiated creep specimens of single
crystal zirconium has shown that the growth of dislocation loops does not
contribute significantly to the total strain under irradiation. Most of the
strain is thought to come from localized deformation, producing cleared
channels, during in-reactor creep. With Zr3Al, neither dislocation loops
nor voids are observed. The origin of swelling in Zr,Al is thus different
from that in other materials.

A relationship between hardness and flow stress of annealed
/,r. Al has been established which should provide a simple and accurate
means of assessing the strength of this material.
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1.2 ION PENETRATION

1.2.} K X-Ray Production In Heavy Ion-Atom Collisions

- W.N. Lennard, I.V. Mitchell, D. Phillips and
J.S. Forster {Nuclear Physics Branch)

In i previous report (PR-CMa-36) we discussed heavy
ion collisions (Z]_ -* Z2) in tv.'o parts: (j) Zi >_ Z2 and
(ii) Z\ < 22- We have used our 3d?r-2p-n radial coupling
model to account for our data in all asymmetric
collisions (Z]_ <_ Zj and Z^ >_ Z2)- The same mechanism
that transfers 2p vacancies down from Zj to Z2 (Zj_ < Z2)
clearly allows for transfer up from Z^ to Z2 when
Z\ -- Z2- (It is assumed that the 2p vacancy has been
formed on Z\ in a previous projectile-host atom
collision.) We assert that the 3diT-2p7i radial coupling
probability, W&, can be written in the form

WA = ~ v
1 + e

in which 7 is a constant and

X
/8 mel v

where 1^ (Z) is the L-shell binding energy of element Z,
me is the mass of_ the electron, v is the ion velocity and
/I = 1/2 /iL (Z]_) + 1/2 /lL (Z2). Note that for small
values of v and Z\ < Z2, X > 0 and WA < 1/2 whereas
%1 > Z2 implies X < 0 and WA > 1/2.

A summary of all our data is shown in Figure 1.2.1.1.
The smooth curve is a best fit to the data, yielding
WA = [1 + exp (+1.78X)]"1. We would predict a value
Y = 2 based on the Meyerhof 2po-lso sharing results.

An earlier report (PR-CMa-36) showed disagreeinent
between the data and theory for X large and negative. In
order to estimate the reliability of the Taulbjerg-
Vaaben^' values for arot' the rotational coup],ing
constant, obtained by a universal scaling law, we have
calculated arot numerically for each case. Our data have
been analyzed using orot-values obtained by a point-by-
point solution of the 2pir-2po coupled differential
equations along a screened Coulomb collision trajectory.
Figure 1.2.1.1 now shows the agreement between theory and
experiment to bo even better than reported previously.
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Figure 1.2.1.1

Plot of WA, the 3dir -2pu radial coupling probability,
against X as defined in the text. The smooth curve
is derived from an exact calculation of orot» the
2pTT-2pa rotational coupling cross section, for each
collision pair.



(1) K. Taulbjerg and J. Vaabcn, Proceedings of IX
ICPEAC, Seattle, 1975

1.2.2 Ar 2p Vacancy Lifetime

- W.N. Lennard, I.V. Mitchell and H.H. Plattner

Using the technique described in an earlier report
(PR-CMa-34), we have attempted to measure the Ar 2p
vacancy lifetime within a solid. The samples were Al
billets with 5.5 ng-cm~^ of surface anodic oxide. The
equilibrium 2p vacancy fraction in an Ar beam is about a
factor of 2 higher in AI2O3 than in Al (due to the Ar-L
and 0-K level-matching effect). An Ar marker was
implanted into every sample, each to a different depth,
the shallowest located entirely within the surface oxide,
the deepest in the underlying Al metal beyond the metal-
oxide interface. Subsequent bombardment of each Ar-
implanted target by an 800 keV Ar + beam produced Ar K
X-rays, with a yield proportional to the number of Ar
2p vacancies present at the implant depth.

Figure 1.2.2.1 shows the relative Ar K X-ray yield
as a function of the implant depth, R, which can be
related to time by R = vt (v = projectile velocity) where
the target surface is taken as t = 0. We are presently
engaged in deconvoluting these data to obtain a value for
the Ar 2p vacancy lifetime. The accuracy of the results
for Ar represents a significant improvement over that
obtained earlier for Ga, since the equilibrium Ga 2p
vacancy fraction in Al and AI2O3 differed by only 22%
(in the opposite direction since the level-matching
occurs via Ga-L and Al-K shells). Comparison will be
made with values reported for Ar in S i d ) and Ar in Al^-^,
the latter deduced from integral Al K X-ray yields in thin
Al targets.

(1) K.H. Schartner, P.H. Woerlee, T.P. Hoogkamer and
F.W. Saris, Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 132, 35 (1976).

(2) L.C. Feldman, R.A. Levesque, P.J. Silverman and
R.J. Fortner, Nucl. Instr. & Meth. L3_2, 29 (1976) .

1.2.3 On The Possibility Of Measuring Fission Lifetimes Against
Atomic K-Vacancy Lifetimes

- D. Ward (Nuclear Physics), J.S. Forster (Nuclear
Physics), and I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science)

See PR-P-110:2.12
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Figure 1.2.2.1

Relative Ar K X-ray yield for 800 keV Ar+

bombardment of Ar-implanted AI2O3/AI targets where
the abscissa measures time from the target surface
and the arrow indicates the position of the AI2O3/AI
interface.
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1.2,4 Concerning The Anomalous Ranges of Rare Earth Ions In
Aluminum

- I.V. Mitchell, W.N. Lennard and O.M. Westcott

Ranges of rare earth ions (Z ^ 60, E = 100 keV) in
aluminum have been reported to decrease approximately
40% at Z = 59^' . The result led the authors of this
previous work to propose that the heavy ion stopping
power be expressed as the sum of three terms:

s = sn + se + sex

The terms Sn and Se are the usual nuclear and electronic
stopping powers respectively. The third and new term
Sex would account for energy lost to inner-shell
excitation. The quantity S e x is given by n aex E e x,
where n is the number of atoms/cm^, oex is the cross
section for inner shell ionization and E e x is the
corresponding ionization energy. This component would
be expected to show maxima where electron energy level-
matching occurred and would therefore result in shorter
ranges than observed for adjacent elements where level-
matching does not occur. Such a situation arises for
Pr+Al through (Pr-M, Al-K) and (Pr~N, Al-L) level-
matching .

Neilson and Thompson(2) have anticipated a similar
effect for Gd->Si. However, a careful search by
Baragiola et al^) with a reported depth resolution of
+2.0 nm on a range of 49.5 ran failed to show any range
anomaly for 100 keV ions, 62<_Z^66, in silicon. A direct
test of the magnitude of Sex therefore seemed in order.

We have measured the cross section for ionization of
the Pr-M and Al-K shells by bombarding 99.9999% purity Al
foils with 100 keV Pr beams from the CRNL 70 KV Isotope
Separator. Our Si(Li) X-ray spectrometer* had a
resolution of ^ 130 eV at 1.5 keV, and end-window of
0.0008 cm Be and good spectral response down to 600 eV.
The detector efficiency was calibrated through measure-
ments of the cross sections for Al and Si K-shell
ionization with protons of 50 keV energy.

For 100 keV Pr++ bombardment of Al we observed Pr
M X-rays, but no Al K X-rays. Assuming a fluorescence
yield for the PR M-shell, LJM = 0.001, we obtain

KEVEX Corporation, Burlingame, California, U.S.A.
94010
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ojCLOO keV Pr++->ni -•' 8.4 X 10~23cm2. Allowing a factor
of 2 uncertainty we find the Treasured cross section is
still some 6 decades smaller than the cross section a e x
adopted by Thompson and Neilson d ) . For 100 keV
bombardment of Si we observe neither Pr-M nor Si-K X-rays
and conclude that the ionization cross section in this
case is -•+- least a factor of 9 lower than for Pr-*A1,
consistent with level-matching changes^).

It is clear that while a fraction of the ions will
have their ranges shortened by inelastic losses of the
type described above, this fraction is a small proportion
of the total range distribution. We conclude that the
range anomalies reported by Thompson and Neilson do not
reflect inner-shell excitation processes. Their true
origin remains obscure.

(1) M.W. Thompson and G.W. Neilson, Phys. Lett. 4 9A,
151 (1974).

(2) G.W. Neilson and M.W. Thompson, Int'l. Conf. on
Atomic Collisions in Solids, Amsterdam (1975).
To be published

(3) R.A. Baragiola, D. Chivers, D. Dcdds, W.A. Grant
and J.S. Williams, Phys. Lett. 56A, 371 (1976) .

(4) J.D. Garcia, R.J. Fortner and R.W. Kavanagh,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 4_5, 111 (1973).

1.2.5 Range Distribution of Heavy Ions

- D.C. Santry, R.D. Werner and F. Brown

Heavy ion range profiles measured in our work have
now been processed to give range straggling values (see
PR-CMa-35, section 1.2.2) in additon to ion ranges.
Examples are given in Table 1.2.5.1. In general, both
range and range straggling values in Al and Si were found
to be in agreement with theoretical predictions(D. For
those cases where measured ion ranges were either less or
greater than calculated, the measured range straggling
was greater than calculated, implying diffusion effects
of the implanted species.

For carbon targets the measured ranges were greater
than calculated by a factor of 1.2 while range straggling
values were greater by a factor of two. Since our
measured ranges are dependent on known ^He stopping power
values, and for carbon there is poor agreement in the
literature(2)(3)/ it seems advisable to re-measure the
stopping power of He ions in carbon. The measurements



TABLE 1.2.5.1

RANGE STRAGGLING (ir./cm2)

Projectile

Target

Energy (MeV)

0.12

0.5

1.0

2.0

C

5.8
(3.1)

16.1
(10.9)

30
(19.2)

65
(30.6)

Kr

Al

5.2
(5.1)

21.4
(18.0)

41.8
(31.7)

Si

7.
(5.

21.
(17.

33
(32)

3
2)

1
9)

C

4.6
(2.1)

12.3
(7.0)

21
(13.1)

33
(23.4)

Xe

Al

4.6
(3.6)

14.6
(11.6)

26.8
(21.6)

40.5
(38.8)

Si

3.
(3.

10.
(11.

21
(21.

36
(38.

6)

5
6)

5)

6)

C

2.7
(1.6)

9.9
(4.7)

16.2
(8.4)

26
(15.5)

Bi

Al

2.
(2,

11.
(7.

21
(13.

36.
(25.

3
6)

6
8)

S)

3
3)

Si

2.9
(2.6)

9.3
(7.8)

15
(13.7)

27.1
(25.1)

Range straggling is given as (FWHM/2.355) .
Values in brackets are from calculations. (1)
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will be performed over the energy region 0.5 to 2 MeV,
as is required in our depth analysis.

However, although slight changes in He stopping
power data may bring the measured and calculated ion
ranges in carbon into better agreement, they are
unlikely to account for the large difference between
calculated and measured range straggling. Further
investigations into this discrepancy will await the
outcome of the carbon stopping power measurements.

(1) J.F. Gibbons, W.S. Johnson and S.W. Mylroie,
Projected Range Statistics, 2nd Edition, 1975,
Halsted Press.

(2) W.K. Chu and D. Powers, Phys. Rev. 187_, 478 (19C0) .

(3) L.C. Northcliffe and R.F. Schilling, Nuclear
Data Tables A/7, 233 (1970) .

1.2.6 Surface Relaxation Studies of Pt and Ni Crystals

- J.A. Davies, M.L. Swanson and D.P. Jackson in
collaboration with P.R. Norton and R.L. Tapping
(Physical Chemistry Branch)

Surface relaxation studies in Pt have now been
extended to include the other low-index crystal faces
(100) and (110), in addition to the (111) surface
reported on previously(D. The results are summarized in
Table 1.2.6.1, together with our preliminary results for
(111) nickel. Note that the channeling measurements
indicate a significant outward relaxation (0.016 nm) for
the (111) surfaces of both crystals, in marked contrast
to the interpretation of recent LEED*studies(2). We also
see a significant relaxation for the (100) Pt surface.

The Pt (110) results are particularly interesting
in that we observe a large increase in the <110> surface
peak, indicating a lateral displacement of the surface
atoms in addition to a possible outward relaxation. Such
lateral reconstruction has been seen in LEED investiga-
tions, with at least two alternative structures having
been suggested(2). However, the channeling measurements
are not consistent with either of these published
structures. Our data indicate that a much larger number
of atoms (i.e., about 2 atomic planes) are displaced
laterally in the reconstructed zone, compared to values
of 1.0 and zero for the structures proposed in reference
(3) . Hence, the reconstruction is considerably more
complex.

* Low-Energy Electron Diffraction



Table 1.2.6.1

SURFACE STRUCTURE RESULTS

Surface
Relaxation

Our Data

LEED

(111)

Yes
(+0.016nm)

No
(<0.01nm)

Platinum

(110) (100)

Yes

Nickel

(111)

Yes
(0.016nm)

No

Lateral
Reconstruction

Our Data

LEED

No

No

Yes

Yes
(2 models)

No

Yesr

NO

NO

t Only when the Pt surface is extremely clean: i.e. < 0.1 monolayers of CO.



(1) J.A. Davies, D.P. Jackson, J.B. Mitchell,
P.R. Norton and R.L. Tapping,
Nucl. Instr. & Meth. 132: 609 (1976).

(2) L.L. Kesmodel and G.A. Somorjai,
Phys. Rev. BTL, 630 (1975).

(3) R. Ducros and R.P. Merrill, Surface Science 55, 227
(19 7 6).

1.2.7 2.5 MV Positive Ion Van de Graaff

- J. Lori

In March the external gas feed line to the ion
source had to be replaced twice due to the Teflon
portion being punctured by tank sparks. On the first
occasion the spark travelled along part of the belt,
causing a burnt track. This limited the terminal
voltage to 1.2 MV and the belt had to be replaced.

The Van de Graaff operating schedule for the past
three months was as follows:

Month Operating Time Routine Checks Other Lost Time
(hours) (days) (days)

March

April

May

High Voltafje

140

169

190

Mass Separator

7

1

0

1

0

0

- G.A. S ims

During the months of March and April, the
accelerator has experienced some minor mechanical and
electrical problems. The Einzel lens system had to be
removed from the accelerator again, cleaned and replaced.
However, the focus electrode was not replaced this time
since it has not been necessary to use this element of the
lens system. No visible changes in beam characteristics
were observed. With the removal of the focus lens, it
will be possible to re-design the Einzel lens system in
an attempt to prevent the shorting out of the various
components caused by certain source charge materials.
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Other minor problems were associated with the anode
voltage supply, source mode switching relay and the
generator drive shaft. These were remedied within a day
long shutdown.

A major shutdown was scheduled for May and the
accelerator was down from May 4 to May 27. During this
shutdown several components were either repaired or
replaced. The major modication was the replacement of
the terminal steerers. The rotary, two plate type was
replaced by a standard four plate, X-Y configuration.
This meant that a completely different arrangement of
steerer voltage control and switching had to be installed.
This new unit was tested after installation and
functions very satisfactorily. The second set of
steerers (tank base) also had to be removed because of a
shorted out plate. These were replaced after a few
modifications were made. The anode voltage supply
transformer (1.5 A) was replaced with a 5 A unit.

The accelerator tube, two sets of steerers, lens
system and ion source were then re-aligned optically.

The total "beam on" time during the last three
months was 18 6 hours.

1.3 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

1.3.1 Multi-Beam Lattice Images of End-On Dislocations In
Ge and Si

- J.R. Parsons and C.W. Hoelke

Both n-beam (where n = 81) dynamical calculations
and experiments are in progress to determine the optimum
thickness and microscope defocus for which atomic
positions have maximum contrast in [110] oriented Ge and
Si evaporated foils.

In the dynamical calculations 81 diffracted beams
are included to determine the phase and amplitude of the
7 beams forming the lattice image. The phase and
amplitude that each of these 7 beams has on emerging from
the specimen is calculated as a function of specimen
thickness. The phase shift added by the objective lens
defocus is then included in calculating the resulting
image contrast.



Experimentally, evaporated foils were prepared with
thickness increments of 2.0 nm covering the range 8.0 nm
to 24.0 nm. The amorphous, as-deposited foils, were
crystallized by a 15 minute anneal at 670 K. Large
numbers of end-on dislocations and grain boundaries
appear in the crystallized foils. Defocus, 7-beam
micrographs are being sought in which the atomic position
contrst is a maximum and reverses on defocus.

1.3.2 Phase Contrast Structure of Carbon Stripper Foils

- J.R. Parsons and V. Koslowsky

Evaporated carbon stripper foils used in the CRNL
MP Tandem accelerator eventually rupture. Examination of
the ruptured foils shows that the area exposed to the
beam is blackened relative to the surrounding unexposed
area. Also the unexposed area is wrinkled due to
stresses originating in the blackened area.
Microanalysis of these stripper foils (cf. PR-CMa-36,
section 1.5.1) concluded that the blackening cannot be
taken as evidence for proportionate foil thickening.

We believe that there is a change in the str ictural
granularity of the exposed area compared to the
granularity of the unexposed area. Further we believe
that this granularity change is responsible for the
blackening (i.e. a change in the index of refraction)
and that it is produced by Tandem beam heating of the
exposed area.

Defocus, phase-contrast electron micrographs can
image this granularity. The following experimental
results have been obtained to date.

(1) Electron diffraction patterns from the exposed and
unexposed areas have identical 0.21 nm and 0.18 run

Debye rings, i.e. there is no change in the structure on
an atomic scale.

(2) Unexposed foils were blackened by heating in vacuum
at 1320K for 15 minutes. This result supports the

beam heating hypothesis above and suggests that an
improved performance of the carbon stripper foils might
simply be obtained by a 1320 K anneal prior to use in the
Tandem. We are investigating this possibility. Good
defocus micrographs to confirm the granularity change
hypothesis have not yet been obtained.
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1.3.3 An Investigation Of Irradiation Damage In Ordered Zr^Al

- L.M. Howe and M, Rainville

Previously it had been found (see PR-CMa-33,
section 1.3.2) that the complete transformation of
ordered Zr3Al to an amorphous state occurred at 40K for
a fluence of 1 X 1015 Ar* ions cm"2 and at 295K for a
fluence of 1 X lO1^ Ar+ ions cm"2. Additional
experiments have now revealed the following.

(1) From 30K to 90Ka fluence of 1 X 1015 Ar+ ions cm"2

renders ZrjAl completely amorphous.

(2) From 160K to 295K a fluence of 1 X 1015 Ar+ ions
cm*' results in only partial conversion to an

amorphous state, i.e. amorphous regions are present within
a disordered crystalline Zr3Al matrix.

The results thus indicate that the fluence required
to achieve the amorphous state is dependent upon the
amount of annealing occuring within the defect cascade
at the temperature of the bombardment. From channeling
investigations on Zr(Au) crystals it was found'^^) that
during annealing between 100 and 150 K, following He+ ion
bombardment at 30-40 K, a large increase in backscatterinq
from Au atoms was observed which was attributed to the
trapping of migrating Zr interstitial atoms by the Au
atoms, thus displacing the Au atoms from their
substitutional sites. Hence it appears quite likely that
the rather sudden change in behaviour between Zr3Al
samples irradiated at 90 K or lower and those irradiated
at 160Kor higher is due to freely migrating Zr
interstitial atoms which annihilate some of the vacancy-
type defects.

Post-irradiation annealing experiments are presently
underway on Zr3Al specimens which have been either
disordered or rendered amorphous by Ar+ ion bombardment.
Up to 873 K, no significant change in the damage occurred.
However annealing previously disordered samples for 1
hour at 973 K results in re-ordering of the Z1-3AI lattice.
Similarly, annealing samples which had been rendered
completely amorphous, for times ranging from 15 min to
300 min at 973K resulted in recrystallization of the
structure. Diffraction patterns taken from the re-
crystallized grains revealed that they had a highly
ordered Zr3Al structure.
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(1) M.L. Swanson and L.M. Howe, Journal of Nuclear
Materials E>4_, 155 (1974.

(2) L.M. Howe an.. M.L. Swanson, Applications of Ion
Beams to Materials, 1975, Inst. Phys. Conf.
Series #28, p.273 (1976).

1.3.4 The Nature Of Damage Regions In Irradiated Ordered Alloys

- L.M. Howe and M. Rainville

Damage regions produced by 4 0 keV Te + ion
bombardment of ordered Zr^Al are presently being examined.
At low ion fluences (<?, 1011 ions cm~^) , the damage regions
consist of separate defects having black-white strain
contrast when imaged with fundamental reflections. The
majority of the defects had a spherically symmetrical
strain field, as previously found in C +, N + and Ar + ion-
bombarded foils. Hence even in a case where there is a
fairly high deposited energy density within the defect
cascade (as for 40 keV Te + ions), the defects do not
form dislocation loops as they do in many other f.c.c.
metals. Imaging with <110> superlattice reflections
revealed disordered regions in addition to the defects
exhibiting strain contrast. The diameter of the
disordered regions ranged from 1.0 to 8.0 nm with a peak
in the distribution occurring at 3.8 nm.

1.4 RADIATION DAMAGE AND METAL 1HYSICS

1.4.1 Defect-Solute Atom Interactions In Magnesium

- L.M. Howe, M.L. Swanson and A.F. Quenneville

The interactions between solute atoms and defects
produced by i-n situ He + ion bombardment are being
investigated in single crystals of Mg(Ag) and Mg(Bi).
The yield of He + ions backscattered from the Ag or Bi
was used to determine the displacement of these solute
atoms when they trapped migrating point defects.

Single crystals of Mg were implanted with either Ag
or Bi (5 X 10l* ions cm"2) and then annealed 70 min at
650 K and 60 min at 673 K respectively in order to diffuse
the Ag or Bi to a depth of at least 6 ym. This resulted
in solute atom concentrations of ^ 0.16% Ag and -v 0.06%
Bi, as determined from backscattering analysis.
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In the Mg(Ag) crystal, in the unirradiated condition,
the fraction f^g of Ag atoms displaced into <112~0> or
•• 1010> channels was in the range 0.05 - 0.10, i.e. the
fraction of Ag atoms initially on substitutional sites
was approximately 0.90 - 0.95. During irradiation at
30-40Kwith 1 MeV He+ ions a significant fraction of the
Ag atoms was displaced from substitutional sites. For
example, after the Mg(Ag) crystal had been subjected to
a total fluence of 1.05 X 1016 1-MeV He+ ions cm"2,
fdAg^0> a n d fdAg50> h a d increased to 0.58 and 0.62
respectively. In addition, the magnitude of the Ag atom
displacement still did not appear to have reached
saturation. The displacement of the Ag atoms during
irradiation at 30-40 K is presumably due to the trapping
of migrating Mg interstitial atoms by Ag atoms. Recovery
of the Ag atom displacements occurred during annealing
from 40 to 250 K, with virtually all of the Ag atoms
returning to substitutional sites at 250 K. By contrast,
in the Mg(Bi) crystal the displacement of Bi atoms during
irradiation was much smaller. Initially, f̂ i-̂ '-'> and
f<3Bi were both ^ 0.05 and upon irradiation at 3 0 K with
1-MeV He+ ions these values increased to 0.15 - 0.18,
with the effect tending towards saturation for fluences
> 1 X 10 1 5 ions cm"2.

1.4.2 Channeling Investigations Of The Interaction Between
Solute Atoms And Irradiation-Produced Defects In
Zirconium

- L.M. Howe, M.L. Swanson, A.F. Quenneville and
J.F. Watters (Materials Science Branch)

The interactions between solute atoms and defects
produced by in situ He+ ion bombardment have been
investigated in single crystals of Zr(Au). During
annealing between 100 and 150 Kfollowing a bombardment
at 3 0-4 0 K a large increase in backscattering frcm Au
atoms was observed which was attributed to the trapping
of migrating Zr interstitial atoms by Au atoms, thus
displacing the Au atoms from substitutional sites. The
nature of the displacement of Au atoms into [0001],
<10l0> and <ll50> axial channels, as well as into the
(0001) planar channel, is consistent with the trapping
configuration being a Zr-Au mixed dumbbell, the axis of
which lies close to <404~3> directions, but tilted towards
the basal plane (towards <10l0> directions). The
evidence for this configuration is

(1) The apparent displacement f<jAu into the (0001)
plane was appreciable, showing that the Au atoms did

not lie in the basal plane.
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(2) The largest displacement f^Au w a s observed along the
[0001] direction and some indication of a peak in

the Au yield in this direction was seen. Displacements
in <4C43> directions of about 2/3 the distance to the
octahedral site would place the Au atoms near the center
of both [0001] and <1120> channels so that some peaking
in yield would be observed.

(3) fdAu < fdAu°° 1 ]' t h u s indicating that the
displacement was tilted towards the basal plane.

(4) The displacement was smaller along <10l0> directions
than along <1120> directions, indicating that the Au

atoms were displaced in directions tilted towards <1010s

directions.

The <4043> trapping configuration, forming a mixed
dumbbell lying along next nearest neighbour directions
in the hexagonal close-packed lattice, is analogous to
the <100> mixed dumbbell trapping configuration in the
face-centered-cubic lattice (evidence for the latter has
been observed in Al crystals(D).

Annealing studies were also extended above 150 K and
these results may be summarized as follows:

(1) Frcm 150-200 Klittle change in the displacement of
Au atoms or in the irradiation-induced increase in

dechanneling occurred.

(2) Prom 200-320 K, £&&u and the dechanneling both
decreased. This annealing stage is quite possibly

due to the migration of a second type of interstitial.
Trapping of the interstitial at Zr-Au mixed dumbbells
could reduce the displacement of Au atoms by an
alteration of the trapping configuration.

(3) During annealing from 500-670K further recovery of
Au atom displacements occurred and this could be due

to vacancy migration. This interpretation is consistent
with data on the recovery of mechanical properties in
neutron irradiated Zr(2).

(4) Complete recovery of Au atom displacements did not
occur even after annealing at 670 K. This suggests

that some of the Au atoms may now be associated with a
more complex damage configuration such as a defect
cluster. Mechanical property tests by various
investigators on neutron-irradiated Zr alloys have shown
that the addition of solutes such as Sn, Nb and Mo have
a considerable effect on stabilizing the damage structure
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as their addition results in an increase in the magnitude
of the irradiation hardening and in the temperature
required to anneal out the irradiation-induced hardening.

(1) M.I. Swanson and F. Maury, Can. J. Phys. 5_3, 1117
(1975)

(2) L.M. Howe, Radiation Damage in Solids, Vol. II
(Vienna: I.A.E.A.) p.55 (1962).

1.4.3 Measurement Of The Interaction Of Cu interstitial Atoms
wTth Be Solute Atoms In Cu-Be Crystals By Nuclear
Reaction Yields "*"""

- M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe and A.F. Quenneville

In general, small solute atoms in f.c.c. or h.c.p.
metals trap self-interstitial atoms in the mixed
dumbbell configurationd). It is especially desirable
to verify this fact in Cu crystals, because of the large
amount of radiation damage data available for Cu.
Berylium is the most suitable small solute atom for such
a study, since it has a reasonable substitutional
solubility in Cu and it is known to trap Cu interstitials.

A crystal of Cu-0.1 at% Be was grown by the
Bridgman technique, using pure Cu and Cu-23 at% Be alloy
(obtained from KFA Julich) as starting materials. The
Be^ (d,p) Be^-O and Be^(d,a)Li^ reactions were used to
identify the Be atoms, and backscattering from the Cu
atoms was used to determine the deuterium ion channeling
behaviour. The Be concentration was found by comparison.
with an evaporated film standard, and with the master
alloy of Cu-23 at% Be. Preliminary results indicate that
^ 30% of the Be atoms were displaced into <110> channels
by a random irradiation of 3 X lO 1^ 0.6-MeV deuterium
ions/cm2 at -v 35 K. After a 10 min anneal at 180 K, the
apparent displaced fraction of Be atoms was reduced.
Further measurements will be made using a Cu-0.4 at% Be
crystal to increase the accuracy of the nuclear reaction
method.

(1) M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe and A.F. Quenneville,
Proceedings of the Gatlinburg Conference on
Fundamental Aspects of Radiation Damage in Metals,
October 1975.
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1.5 NUCLEAR METHODS OF ANALYSIS

1.5.1 Use Of Rutherford Backscattering To Study The Mobility
Of Foreign Atoms During The Anodic Oxidation"~0f Aluminum

- W.D. Mackintosh, F. Brown and H.H. Plattner

In PR-CMa-36, we reported that when Xe was implanted
as a marker into a thick oxide layer on aluminum at an
energy of 300 keV, the resulting transport number for Al
was 0.30 in contrast to 0.40 with markers implanted at
50 keV. We have now implanted a series of samples with
Xe at energies of 20, 50, 110, 300 and 500 keV ana
obtained values of 0.39, 0.39, 0.36, 0.33 and 0.26.
Further, when we implanted specimens with both high and
low energy marker atoms the same pattern of results was
found, i.e. low values for high energy. In still another
experiment, we obtained a normal transport number of 0.4 0
for a low energy implant of Xe using a single crystal
sample. More experiments are in progress in an effort to
explain these differences in transport numbers.

We have implanted As and Se at 300 keV into oxides
^ 60 ug/cm thick, then thickened the oxides anodically
to 100 yg/cm . In the case of Se we confirmed the
observation reported in PR-CMa-36, that the distribution
of the implant widens drastically, in contrast to that of
the Sb and Te which moved slowly outwards while largely
maintaining the coherence of the distribution. Arsenic,
like Sb and Te, moves outwards at much the same rate as
the Al atoms. However we have not calculated a
migration number in view of the uncertainty in the
transport number for Al when using high energy implants.

The surfaces of samples for experiments on ion
mobility are prepared by oxidizing and then stripping in
a mixture of phosphoric and chromic acids. It was always
noticed that some Cr (̂  1 pg/cirn) was retained and
appeared to be slightly buried on re-oxidizing. By
tilting the sample to 60° during analysis to improve the
depth resolution we have measured the depths of the Cr
for a series of oxide thicknesses ranging from 44 to
108 Mg/cm2. The depth varies with oxide thicknesses,
consistently giving a migration number of 0.31 + 0.02
(assuming a transport number for Al of 0.40). This means
that the Cr in this case is moving slowly outwards as a
positive ion while the oxide is growing. On the other
hand Cr ions implanted in the metal retreat before the
advancing oxide front and if implanted in a pre-formed
oxide film, they move outwards rapidly and are lost to
the electrolyte^1).

(1) W.D. Mackintosh, F. Brown and H.H. Plattner,
J. Electrochem. Soc. 121, 1281 (1974).
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1.5.2 The Movement Of Foreign Atoms Daring The Anodic Oxidation
Of Silicon

- W.D. Mackintosh and H.H. Plattner

Ve have investigated the movement of phosphate ions
during the anodic oxidation of Si. The phosphate ions
were introduced into the specimens by anodizing in an
electrolyte of tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol containing
P2O5. The specimen was then thickened by anodizing in an
electrolyte containing KNO2 rather than P2°5 • Despite
the fact that P is difficult to resolve from Si by
Rutherford backscattering analysis we were able to
ascertain that the P was in the layer adjacent to the
substrate while the outer layer contained none. Past
experiments(D with noble gas markers have indicated that
the oxide grows on Si by the inward movement of oxygen
while little or no Si moves outwards, thus the p must
also have moved inwards as a negative ion, or part of one.

(1) W.D. Mackintosh and H.H. Plattner, submitted to
J. Electrochem. Soc.

1.5.3 Structure of Anodic Oxides

- J.P.S. Pringle

The investigations reported under this heading in
PR-CMa-36, 1.5.5 have been continued with the following
additional results.

iv) Last time, in result i ) , a linear relationship
between volume per oxygen atoms and stoichiometry

was reported for the Nb2O5.WO3 phases at room temperature,
which predicted a volume per oxygen of 18.19 X 10~3 n m3
for the hypothetical WO3 form with the ReO3 structure.
The volume per oxygen atom for the monoclinic form of
WO3 observed at room temperature is, however, only
17.62 X 1O~3 nm3. As the temperature is raised, WO3
changes Successively to orthohombic and tetragonal forms;
a cubic form has frequently been suggested at
temperatures immediately below the melting point of
1708 K, but the structure has not been investigated above
1473 K. If such a cubic form exists, it may be expected
to agree with the relationship between volume per oxygen
and stoichiometry, suitably corrected for temperature.
From this it follows that the thermal expansion of WO3
should be much greater than that for, say, H-Nb2O5,
since the WO3 will have to 'catch up1 from 17.62 X 10~3 nm
to 18.19 x 10~3 nm

3 before beginning its 'normal'
expansion. Literature data indicate that the volume per
oxygen atom for H-Nb2C>5 increases by 0.25 X 10^3 n m3 u~ t o

1373 K, while that for WO3 increases by 0.80 X 10~ 3 nm3 at
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the same temperature; the difference is more than enough
to allow for catchup.

v) Because the Ta2O5.WC>3 phases all have the same basic
orthorhombic sub-cell, the decrease in the volume

per oxygen with stoichiometry x in M0 x can be investigated
as a function of lattice parameter. All thrae lattice
parameters are found to decrease by approximately the
same proportion, and so the contraction is almost
isotropic.

vi) But this trend clearly cannot continue indefinitely
because there must be a limit on the number of atoms

that can be packed into a given volume. In fact, very
few oxides have volumes per oxygen atom less than
16.5 X 10~3 nin^, and these few are the oxides of very
light (Be, Al) or very covalent (B, Si) elements. The
Ta2.O5.WO3 phase with the highest known stoichiometry is
K74Ta22°67 (M(^2.577) with a volume per oxygen atom of
16.67 X 10"3 nm3; the next phase predicted under the Roth
and Stephenson scheme(D is W2Ta2O2 6(MO2.6) which would
have a predicted volume per oxygen atom of
16.35 X 10~3 nm3, which appears to be too small to be
realistic.

(1) R.S. Roth and N.C. Stephenson, 'The Chemistry of
Extended Defects in Non-Metallic Solids ', North
Holland, Amsterdam (1970) p.167.

1.6 PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES AND REPORTS
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Planar Dechanneling Studies In Diamond Type Lattices
- D.V. Morgan and D.P- Jackson

Nuclear Instruments and Methods 132, 153 (1976)

Theoretical Considerations Underlying The Measurement Of
Surface Relaxations By Ion Scattering
- D.P. Jackson

Nuclear Instrument and Methods 132, 603 (1976)

Effect Of Channeling On Impurity Analysis By Charged
Particle Induced X-Rays
- P.B. Pries, B.E. Cooke, G.T. Ewan and J.L. Whitton

'Ion Beam Surface Layer Analysis' 2_, 727 (1976)

Vacancy Sharing In Near-Symmetric Heavy Ion-Atom
Collisions
- W.N. Lennard and I.V. Mitchell

J. Phys. B (in press)
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Irradiation-Induced Displacement Of Ag Atoms From Lattice
Sites In An Al-0.2% Mg-0.1% Ag Crystal
- M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe and A.F. Quenneville

J. Phys. F: Metal Physics (in press)

The Use Of Si Surface Barrier Detectors For Energy
Calibration Of MeV Ion Accelerators
- J.B. Mitchell, S. Agami and J.A. Davies

Radiation Effects 28, 133 (1976)

1.6.2 Lectures

Backscattering-Channeling Techniques In Radiation Damage
- M.L. Swanson
Argonne National Lab., March 16, 1976

The Use Of Ion Channeling To Study Defect Interactions In
Metals
- M. Swanson

Oak Ridge National Labs., March 18, 19 76

Range Of Heavy Ions Implanted Into Solids As Measured By
He Backscattering
- D.C. Santry and R.D. Werner

International Conference on Electromagnetic Isotope
Separators and Related Ion Accelerators, Kiryat Anavim,
Israel, May 10-13, 1976

The Study Of Defects By Ion Channeling
- M.L. Swanson and L.M. Howe

Canadian Metal Physics Conference, Kingston, Ontario
June 9-11, 1976

An Investigation Of Irradiation Damage In Ordered
- L.M. Howe and M. Rainville

Canadian Metal Physics Conference, Kingston, Ontario
June 9-11, 1976

Optical Reconstruction Of Electron Micrographs
- C.W. Hoelke

Microscopical Society Of Canada Third Annual Meeting,
Ottawa, Ontario, June 20-23, 1976 (To be published in
the Conference Proceedings)

High Resolution Bright-Field Phase Contrast Microscopy
- J.R. Parsons

Microscopical Society Of Canada, Third Annual Meeting,
Ottawa, Ontario, June 20-23, 1976 (To be published in
the Conference Proceedings)
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Lattice Imaging
- J.R. Parsons
Microscopical Society Of Canada, Third Annual Meeting,
Ottawa, Ontario, June 20-23, 1976 (To be published in
the Conference Proceedings)

Surface Relaxation Studies Of Ni (111) And Pt (111)
Crystals By MeV Ion Channeling
- J.A. Davies
Canadian Metal Physics Conference, Kingston, Ontario
June 9-11, 1976

Application Of The Channeling/Backscattering Technique
To The Study Of Ion Implantation Damage And Surface
Structure
- J.A. Davies
U.S. Naval Research Laboratories, Washington, D.C.
April 30, 1976
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2 . 2 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

2.2.1 Emission Spectrography

- G. Jarbo, P. Faught

I'Jothing to report.

2.2.2 X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry

- G. Jarbo, P. Faught

Apparent overheating of the primary X-ray tube
which resulted in frequent shut-off was traced to
fluctuations in the cooling water supplied to the
instrument. The incoming cold water to Buildina 320
was being tempered by additions of hot water to prevent
condensation on the pipes but the control on this
system was found to be very inadequate. The temperature
_f the tap water was found to vary 10-15°C in a regular
cyclic manner. The maximum temperature reached was high
enough to cause the temperature controller to shut off
the X-ray tube. Discontinuation of the addition of hot
water to the incoming cold water has solved the problem.

2.?- 3 Analytical Support for Heavy Water Process Programs

This work is described in internal CRNL reports.

2.2.4 Oxidation-Reduction Processes in Groundwater Flow
Systems

- J. Gulens (in collaboration with R.E. Jackson, Attached
Staff, Environment Canada and D.R. Champ, Environmental
Research Branch, CRNL)

Important variations in pH, Eh (measured potential
of a Pt electrode versus the normal hydrogen electrode)
and DO (dissolved oxygen) values are observed in ground-
water as i t migrates from upland recharge areas to low-
land discharge areas. Variations with distance from the
recharge_areas of the concentration of species such as
NO3 , HS , Fe2 , Fe3 , Mn2 , Mn"* have also been observed,
Fig. 2.2.4.1. An understanding of the processes which
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control the concentrations of these species within the
groundwater is important for the management of radio-
active wastes.

We have developed a model, based on thermodynamic
calculations, which predicts the sequence of oxidation-
reduction reactions that will be observed in closed and
open groundwater systems. A closed system in i t ia l ly con-
tains such dissolved species as 02 , N03~, SOi,= and CO2
which react with organic matter present in excess, and
the system is thereafter closed to the input of further
oxidants. A waste management site such as the Perch Lake
basin is an example of such a closed system and on the
basis of our model we predict that the species present
in the groundwater will be reduced in the following order
(the reductions being catalyzed by appropriate microbes):
02 , Mr>"*+, Fe3+, SOh~, C02 and finally N03~. In open
systems where excess O2 is present, such as sometimes
occurs in sanitary landfill leachates or reduced spring
waters, the species present will be oxidized (with micro-
bial catalysis) in the following order: organic matter,
S~, Fe2+, Mn2+, NH.+ .

Preliminary data obtained last summer in the Perch
Lake basin support our proposed sequence of redox
reactions, as well as data from closed groundwater systems
investigated by others (1-3) . Further field measurements
of Eh, pH, DO, S=, N03~ and laboratory analyses of samples
from the Perch Lake basin for TOC (total organic carbon),
SOa=, Fe, Mn will be carried out this summer to acquire
additional data.

(1) W.M. Edmunds in Proceedings Symposium Hydrogeochemistry
and Biogeocheniistry, Tokyo, 1970, ed. E. Ingerson,
p. 500-526 (1973).

(2) D. Langmuir, U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 650-C,
p. C224-C235 (1969) .

(3) W. Back and I. Barnes, U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
498-C, p. C1-C16 (1965).
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2.2.5 Atomic Absorption Spectrometry

- M. Hurteau, D. Bellavance

(1) Determination of Refractory Metals by Flameless
Atomic Absorption

Work has been resumed on this problem after equipment
was moved into the new Chemistry and Materials building
(Building 330) and re-activated, but no further report-
able data have been obtained as yet.

2.2.6 Mass Spectrometry

- J.P. Mislan, T.H. Longhurst

(1) Fuel Studies

This work was interrupted temporarily while equipment
was moved from Building 300 to Building 330.

The study on the release of gases from uranyl nitrate
and impregnated UO2 pellets as a function of temperature
was completed. Samples were analyzed as described in
PR-CMa-36. Temperatures up to 1000°C were used. A blank
run and a fully sintered UO2 pellet showed insignificant
amounts of gas released. The gases released from uranyl
nitrate were identified as H 2O, CO2 , O2 , N 2O, NO, NO2
and S0 2. With the exception of 0 2 and NO 2 the same com-
pounds were found in gases released from impregnated
fuel pellets (partially sintered). In each case, greater
than 90% of the total gas released was given off below
500°C. Since SO2 was not observed in the blank or
sintered pellet runs, it would appear to be a real com-
ponent of the gases released in the other runs and not
due to instrument background as suggested in PR-CMa-36.
The detailed results are given in analysis report
ASRD-9527.

(2) Oxygen Isotope Analysis

Analysis of the oxygen isotope ratios in D2O was made
following a request from D.K. Evans of the Physical Chemistry
Branch. The samples analyzed were oxygen from the
electrolysis of D2O to produce D2 gas.

The conditions under which the analyses were made did
not give the highest precision and accuracy attainable
and some residual response was observed at M/e 33 from
the much larger M/e 32 peak. The results that were ob-
tained, however, did show a significant difference in
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isotopic composition between natural oxygen and these
samples:

o 1 6 ' o 1 7 o l e

Oxygen from D20 99.477±0.0172 0.0R16 + 0.0056 0.4408+0.0124

Natural oxygen 99.759 I 0.0374 0.2039

(Increased resolution would increase the limit of detection.
Use of the digital mass programmer - demultiplexer com-
bination would permit a more favourable gain control
(1:1000 instead of 1:100) as well as a more rapid and
convenient means of taking many spectral samples to reduce
the effect of short-term ins tabi l i t ies in sample source
or the mass spectrometer. Connection of the system to an
electronic integration system (5 channels) would also
improve results.)

(3) Laser-Induced Exchange Reactions

An investigation is being made by McAlpine and Evans
of the Physical Chemistry Branch (see section 3.2.3 of
this report) into the laser-induced hydrogen exchange
reaction between hydrobromic acid and iodine. The proposed
reaction is

HF pulsed laser
HBr + 1° > HI + IBr.

The products of reaction are being examined by the
quadrupole mass spectrometer to identify the compounds
formed. Some difficulties have been encountered in the
preliminary analyses. A sample of Br2 gave a spectrum
in which Br and Cl compounds were observed but Br2 was
not. The acid compounds HC1, HBr and HI showed very
pronounced memory effects even after system bakeout at
100°C. I t may be necessary to go to a glass sample
introduction system to avoid the apparent interaction
of these halogen compounds with the existing metal system.

2.2.7 Miscellaneous Analyses

(1) Determination of Boron in Zirconium and i t s Alloys

- D. Bellavance

A new spectrophotometrie method has been adapted for
the determination of boron in zirconium and i t s alloys.
I t is based on the methylene blue method reported in
several papers (1-4) for the determination of boron in
silicon and s tee ls .
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Samples are dissolved in a fluoride medium; the
nethylene blue-boron complex formed is extracted with
1,2 dichloroethane. Absorbances are read at 660 nm in
1 cm cells. This method is rapid and easy to use and is
applicable directly in the range of 1 to 50 0 ppm boron.

(1) Spectrophotometric Determination of Traces of
Boron in Silicon by Means of Solvent Extraction,
Pietro Lanza, Pier Luigi Buldini, Analytica Chimica
Acta, 70 (1974) 341-350.

(2) Rapid Spectrophotometric Determination of Boron
in Steel, Cm P. Bhargava and W. Grant Hines,
Talanta, 1970, vol. 17, p. 61-66.

(3) The Effect of Foreign Ions on the Spectrophotometric
Determination of Boron with Methylene Blue, Anal.
Chim. Acta, 28 (1963) 200-204.

(4) Determination of Micro Quantities of Boron in Steel
by a Solvent Extraction Method, Laszlo Rasztor and
J. Daniel Bode, Anal. Chem., Vol. 32, 2 (1960).



2.2.8 Analysis Requests

Received
from

Heavy Water
Programs

Type of Sample

Chemical
Engineering

System
Materials

Fuel
Engineering

Fuel
Materials

Miscellaneous

Cutting oil

Water from autoclaves
Fuel decrudding solutions
U-2 loop gas
Pickering annulus gas
Zr-Nb alloy
Turco cleaning solutions from
D20 upgrading
NaOH + LiOH solutions from Inconel
and Monel corrosion tests
Water from 2 50-H4 loop
PDH inlet D2O from NPD

Zr-Nb alloy
Zr-4 alloy
Fission gases

Enriched UO2
Uranyl ni t rate solutions
Natural U02

Impregnated U02 fuel pellets

No. of Type of Analysis Done
Samples

9 84 Gas chromatography,
liquid chromatography,
mass spectrometry, U.V.
absorption, total organic
carbon, Si, Ca, Fe, Al, S,
Cl

Cl

12 Na, Cl
11 Fe, Ni, Cu, Co, Cr
2 5 Mass spectrometry
17 Mass spectrometry

239 H 2 , D 2

5 Fe, Cu, N i , Cr

12 Fe, Cu, Ni, Cr
1 Fe, Cu, Ni, Cr, Co
1 Li

140 H2, D2
30 H2, D2

2 4 Mass spectrometry

1 Fe
7 Free acid (HNC3)

10 O/U, Fe, Ni, F, U
5 Gas release and mass

spectrometric analysis

-0



Received
from

Metallurgical
Engineering

General
Chemistry

Type of Sample

Zr-Nb pressure tube (Pickering)

Zr-Nb pressure tube (Pickering)
Zr "XL" alloy

UO2 powder

Round robin samples (Zr alloys)
Silver standard solution
Dist i l led water
Zr-Al allov

Physical
Chemistry

Accelerator
Physics

Mechanical
Services

Mechanical
Equipment
Development

Workshops
Estimating
& Planning

NPD

H2-D2 gas
Oxygen

Bromine

CH3CI

ThO2

Instrumen

Water f r o

Al t u b i n g

D20

Water from l o o p s and tanks (B ldg . 456B)

Mo. of Type of A n a l y s i s Done
Samples

27 Emission spectrography,
Nb, Fe, Cr'

186 H2, Nz, 02
4 H2

1 Mass spectrometric
of gases released

15 H2
4 Ag
2 Fe, Cu, Mi, Cr, Co
4 02, N2

2 Mass spectrometry
1 Isotopes (mass spectro-

metry)
1 Impurities (mass

spectrometry)
1 CH3Br

Emission spectrography,
Pe, Ni, Cu, Co

Cl

3 Identification of alloy

2 pH, conductivity



Re ce 1 ve d
from

Pickering

Eldorado

Canadian
General
Electric

D20

U0 2 pellets

U02

Type of Sample No. of Type of Analysis Done
Samples

6 Fe, organics,
emission spectroqraphy

2

12

T o t a l number o f s a m p l e s = 1 ,809

T o t a l number o f a n a l y s e s = 4 , 4 9 8

C

O/U
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2 . 3 HYDROGEN-WATER EXCHANGF

- W.H. S t e v e n s , A . S . Denovan

This work i s d e s c r i b e d in i n t e r n a l CREJL r e p o r t s .

2.4 RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

2 . 4 . 1 Labora to ry Commissioning

- W.J. Edwards

Equipment t r a n s f e r r e d from B u i l d i n g 300 has been
used to set up and equip a y-spectrometry laboratory,
chemistry laboratory, and electronics room in Building 330.
Commissioning is essentially complete except for the y-
spectrometry laboratory where some pulse counting equip-
ment is s t i l l not operating satisfactorily. However, the
two PDP-8 pulse height analysis systems and their
associated Ge(Li) detectors and shields are in good
operating condition.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced with
the electric power system from line transients and
induced voltages on the neutral lines. The lat ter have
been reduced from =60 V peak to peak to about 2 or 3 V
but s t i l l persist. I t is not clear how much of the
remaining problem with the pulse counting equipment results
from line problems.

2.4.2 Mass Spectrometry Plotting

- W.J. Edwards

A program has been written for the Analytical Group
to enable mass spectra from the quadrupole mass spectro-
meter and from literature sources to be machine plotted
on a common scale. These plots are employed to
facilitate qualitative analyses.
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2.4.3 Kinetics of the Fluoride Specific Ion Electrode

- R.C. Hawkings, L.P.V. Corriveau (in collaboration with
S.A. Kushneriuk, Theoretical Physics Branch)

Durinq the past quarter attempts have been made to
link the individual processes involved in the time
response of the fluoride specific ion electrode (FSIE)
by a single, soluble, mathematical expression. These
efforts have, so far, been unsuccessful.

The Miiller equation (1) is reported by Mertens
et al. (2) to describe the time-response characteristics
of the FSIE, in the absence of film diffusion,, over the
time range 0-5 s. Application of the Miiller equation to
our time-response data gives a fit which is almost
identical to that obtained with our empirical equation
in the time range where diffusion is not rate controlling.

A two-stage diffusion model was tried in the form

( - a t ) +

where C, = the concentration indicated by the electrode
at any time ' t 1 after immersion in a solution
having a concentration C

C. = the apparent i n i t i a l concentration

a = a constant

B = a constant

Poor fits to the experimental data were obtained.

A combination of our empirical equation with a
single-stage diffusion step was tried in the form

(Ci-Cs)rA{(l-exp(-Xt))/Xt}+(l-A)

l m )(4A)Z{l/(2m+l)}(-lm)exp(-{(2m+l) (TT/2
m=0

where C , C., C and A are as defined in PR-CMa-36
c 1 S

D = diffusion coefficient
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I = thickness of diffusion layer

A = effective fractional contribution to response
by reaction mechanism alone.

An improvement in the overall fit was obtained with
this equation but discrepancies were s t i l l apparent.

Some evidence was obtained from experimental data
that indicates a shift in the calibration of the electrode
with change in fluoride concentration. This was shown by
variations in the apparent concentration of fresh blank
solutions following exposure of the FSIE to higher fluoride
concentrations. The cause of this shift has not been
established. Experiments have been carried out to investi-
gate this phenomenon using a dual electrode system in
Wiii ch only one of the two electrodes is exposed to the
hicn : concentration of fluoride. Processing of those data
is 1ot yet complete.

fl) R.H. Miiller, Anal. Chem. (1969) 41(12):113A-116A

(2) J. Mertens, P. Van der Winkel and D.L. Massart,
Anal. Chem. (1976) 48(2):272-277.

2.4.4 Counting Room

A tota l of 48 samples was received. These were
analyzed as follows:

decay curves beta 2 8
gross beta 3

31

Ge(Li) gamma spectra 37



DISTRIBUTION OF BETA ANALYSES

Loop

Decay

Gross

X - 1

3

6

X-3

4

X-4

6

U-2 ; U-5

6 6

DISTRIBUTION OF GAMMA ANALYSES
4-

Analyses
for

NRU

7

NPD X-6

i

X - 1
i

Special !
An a ly s i s

8 6 ; 7 j 9
I I 1

1 i i
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2.5 DEUTERIUM ANALYSIS

2 .3 .1 Deuterium Analyses

- W.M. Thurston, R.W. Jones , M.W.D. James

The following i s a summary of analyses performed
over the period March 10 - June 14, 19 75 -

No. of Samples Branch

2 7 ,
3 ,
2 ,

274
500
000

82
37

Program

Physical Chemistry H2-H2O Exchange
General Chemistry M.S. Test inq
General Chemistry H2S Research
General Chemistry Miscellaneous
Inf ra red Monitor Working Par ty

32,893

2.5.2 Heavy Water Analysis - Cooperation with Production
Plants

- W.M. Thurston, R.W. Jones, M.W.D. James

This work is described in internal CRNL reports,

2.6 ELECTROCHEMISTRY

2 . 6 . 1 Pt Single Crys ta l Elect rodes

- M. Hammerli, W.J. Olmstead

Prel iminary experiments and techniques for s tudying
the e f fec t of oxygen evolut ion on Pt s inq le c r y s t a l
e l ec t rodes are wel l underway. The p o t e n t i a l programmer,
potentiostat, electrolysis cell and X-Y recorder have
been tested with a polycrystalline Pt electrode for volt-
anunetry, and the characteristic Pt voltamogram has been
observed in 1 N H2SOi» (purification described in
PR-CMa-34) electrolyte. Procedures for coating the leads,
edges and back surfaces of the Pt sinqle crystal disc
with paraffin wax have been devised and tested. The
presence of the paraffin coating had no effect on the
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voltamogram indicating its relative inertness under
our experimental conditions. Wax removal has also been
carried out successfully without apparent damage to the
electrode surface.

In the first experiment we hope to study the surface
damage effects, if any, caused by the oxyaen evolution
reaction itself. We will also look for the presence
of "dermasorbed" oxygen. J.A. Davies and P.R. Norton
will be in charge of these analyses.

2.6.2 Purification Circuit Tests for the He3 Power Cycling
Rig

- M. Hammerli, W.J. Olmstead

During this period a considerabJe amount of time
was spent on testing the CuO (BASF Catalyst R3-11) con-
verter and the molecular sieve dryer which make up the
major components of the purification circuit for "the
proposed He3 power cycling rig (described fully by
J.S. Glen in an internal CRNL report). The CuO converter
in the reduced form picks up hydrogen isotopes (tritium
and protium in this case) and converts them to water.
The water vapour is then trapped in a molecular sieve
trap. In this way, the tritium can be safely captured
and disposed of at reasonable intervals.

We tested the actual units under different experi-
mental conditions simulating anticipated modes of opera-
tion of the rig using our mass spectrometer and gas
handling systems. The test results, described in more
detail in a technical memorandum to J.S. Glen,
April 19, 19 76, resulted in 13 recommendations including
enlarging the CuO converter and re-testing of the new
purification system.

Procedures for regenerating the CuO catalyst were
also developed and tested under controlled conditions.
These are important since too fast a regeneration causes
the finely divided supported catalyst to sinter with a
resultant dramatic decrease in available capacity. The
recommended regeneration procedures will be written up
in the final memorandum after re-testing the new CuO
converter when this becomes available.



2.7 MASS SPECTROMETRY AND FUEL ANALYSIS

2.7.1 Spark Source Mass Spectronietry

- I.H. Crocker, C.H. Knight, S.V. Jobin

(1) Trace Analysis Standards Program

The program to define analytical parameters of the
spark source mass spectrometer with respect to as many
different and pertinent standard materials as possible
was extended to include the U.S. Geological Survey
standards, rocks G-l and W-l.

In this case the pulverized rock standards were mixed
with a silver standard and powdered graphite. No fusion
of the rock samples was performed. Thirty elements were
determined in each of the two standards and are compared
with suggested "best values" for USGS G-l and W-l in
Table 2.7.1.1.

(2) Analysis of a Copper Gasket used in the Vacuum
Generators Photo-Electron Spectrometer (with
P.R. Norton and R.L. Tapping, Physical Chemistry Branch)

Copper gaskets used in the sample preparation chamber
of the photo-electron spectrometer were suspected of
contributing Cd and Zn impurities to the sample spectra.

SSMS yielded the results shown in Table 2.7.1.2. The
results are in parts per million atomic. Cadmium was
below the detection level of 1 ppm and the zinc was <4 ppm.

The Na and K results have been corrected for thermal
ionization enhancement caused by their low primary
ionization potentials.

(3) Isotopic Analysis of LiF from the Beam Collimator
Lining used in the H(n,yT)D Experiment (with M.A. Lone,
Neutron and Solid State Physics)

Because some delay was experienced in determining
the relative isotopic abundances of GLi and 7Li in a
sample of LiF using the thermal ionization mass spectro-
meter, an attempt was made to obtain an approximate value
on the spark source mass spectrometer.

It was known, of course, that interferences occur at
mass numbers 6 from doubly charged 1 2C ions and 7 from
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Table 2.7.1.1

USGS Rock Standards G-l and W-l

G-l W-l

1
.i

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
?5
26
27
28
29
30

Element

Uranium
Thorium
Lead
Hafnium
Erbium
Dysprosium
Terbium
Gadolinium
Europium
Samarium
Neodymium
Cerium
Lanthanum
Barium
Praseodymium
Cesium
Tin
Niobium
Zirconium
Yttrium
Strontium
^ubidium
Arsenic
Germanium
Gallium
Zinc
Copper
Cobalt
Chromium
Vanadium

USGS
Best
Values

4
5^
49
6
2
2,
0,
5
1.
9

55
170
100
1200

17
1.
4

20
210
13

250
220

0.
1

18
45
13
2.

22
16

.5

.6

,3

5

8

4

Photoplate
#

76-8

0.8
10
28
1.5
—
-
-
3
-
4

24
75
36

780
9
2.9
-
-

55
4

165
520

-
-

29
22
8
0.8

48
3

Photoplate
#

77-2

1
11
19
3
0
2
0
5
0
4
2

170
32

640
7
2
1
8

130
3

190
400

0,
0
75
13
5
2

26
3

.2

.6

.9

.3

.8

1

.2

.4

.6

.1

.6

USGS
Best
Values

0.
2.
8
2
3
4
0.
4
1.
4
17
23
12

180
4
1.
3

10
100
25

180
22
2.
1.

16
82

110
50

120
240

.5

.4

,8

1

1

4
7

Photoplate

76

0
1
8
2
_
-
-
-
-
—

19
34
13
330
4

_
3
41
15

278
58
_
_
6

184
50
7

24
100

#
-2

.9

.9

.1

_ 2
.4

.3

.4

Photopl
#

77-4

0. 3
0.8
6. 5
1.4
1.1
3.2
0.4
2
0.5
2.1

12
26
12
191
3.4
3.7
2.2
4.3

33
25

215
-
1.2
0.6
19
44
50
10
40
75

all results are in ppm by weight
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Table 2.7.1.2

Vacuum Generators Photo-Electron Spectrometer
Copper Gasket Impurities

X

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Element

Lead

Antimony

Tin

Silver

Zinc

Nickel

Iron

Chromium

Potassium

Calcium

Aluminum

Sodium

Carbon

Cadmium

Concentration

30

14

8

36

4

<7

40

7

<50

44

<70

<50

<170

Not Detected, <1 Dpm

all results are in ppm atomic
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doubly charged l "*N ions. In spite of th is , results were
obtained showing 92% 6Li and 8% 7Li, which approximated
the result obtained eventually by thermal ionization
mass spectrometry of 94.6% for 6Li (Sec. 2.7.4).

2.7.2 Uranium Fuel Burnup Measurements

- I.H. Crocker, J.A. Schruder, S.R. Bokwa, S.V. Jobin

Isotopic analyses of 38 samples of starting material
and irradiated pellets were completed for Fuel Engineering,
Fuel Materials, and Nuclear Materials Control branches.
Twenty-one irradiated pellets were dissolved and the
uranium content purified for mass spectrometric analysis.
Four of the "rradiated samples were from Pickering
Nuclear Generating Station.

2.7.3 Plutonium Chemistry and Isotopic Measurements

- I.H. Crocker, S.R. Bokwa, J.A. Schruder (with
R.E. Kay, Reactor Physics Branch)

Experiments with CRNL-fabricated 3% Pu-Al alloy foil
are planned for ZED-2 as part of the study on the use of
Pu-bearing fuels. Although no Chemistry and Materials
Division faci l i t ies exist at present in which Pu chemistry
can be done, we were able to use a glove-box located in
Operations Division to separate the ^3% of Pu in the
foil from the Al matrix by anion exchange in n i t r i c acid (1)

About 60 i>9 of the purified Pu, with an estimated
activity of about 20 pCi, was applied to the sample
filaments of the CEC 21-70 3 mass spectrometer. This
large loading was used because installation of a new
electron multiplier has been delayed, and because this
Pu is the starting material for a series of experiments
and accurate values are wanted. The isotopic abundances
for the 3% Pu-Al alloy were determined to be:

Mass Number
239
240
241
242

Atom %
94.4
5.43
0.169
0.014

2a_
± 0.1
± 0.01
± 0.005
± 0.001

(1) "Preparation of Samples for Plutonium Isotopic Analysis",
in Selected Measurement Methods for Plutonium and
Uranium in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle, 2nd Ed. (1972)
C.J. Rodden, ed., TID 7029, p. 307.
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2.7.4 Thermionic Source Mass Spectrometry

- I.H. Crocker, J.A. Schruder, S.R. Bokwa, S.V. Jobin

(1) The Nuclide 15-90-SU 2.2 and the CEC 21-703 both
operated sat isfactori ly throughout the period. In-
stal lat ion of the electron multiplier on the 21-703
has been delayed pending arrival of a DuPont field
engineer to inspect the mass spectrometer, perform any
necessary maintenance and ins ta l l the multiplier unit.

(2) Isotopic Analysis of LiF from the Beam Collimator
Lining used in the H(n,YY)D Experiment (with M.A. Lone,
Neutron and Solid State Physics)

In the H(n,YY)D cross-section experiment the Ge(Li)
detector at the C-4 experimental hole in NRU was
shielded from scattered neutrons by LiF slabs having an
unknown 6Li enrichment.

Isotopic analysis of the material was done on the
CEC 21-70 3 mass spectrometer after converting a sample of
the LiF to LiNO3 by evaporation in n i t r i c acid. The
LiNO3 was sublimed from the sample filaments of the mass
spectrometer by radiant heating by the ionizing filament.
Hence mainly surface evaporation occurred and the mass
discrimination error was minimized to the extent that
evaporation of LiNO3 molecules rather than Li atoms was
favoured, i . e . the fractionation error for the ratio
6Li:7Li tended toward (69/6 8) V 2 rather than (7/6) I / 2 .
The sample was shown to be 94.6 at.% 6Li compared to the
common natural abundance of 7.42 at.%.

2.7.5 Analytical Support - Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Line

- I.H. Crocker, F.C. Miller, L.G. Shurrock,
B.W. Hildebrandt

This work is described in an internal CRNL report.
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2.8 PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

2 . 8 . 1 Pub l i ca t ions

Peak Power and Heavy Water Production from E l e c t r o l y t i c
H2 and 02 Using CANDU Reactors
M. Hammerli, W.H. Stevens , W.J. Bradley and J . P . Bu t l e r
Proceedings , 1 s t World Hydrogen Energy Conference,
Miami, F l a . , March 1-3, 1976
(AECL-5512)

2 .8 .2 Lectures

The Hydrogen Economy, Peak Power, and Heavy Water
Production
M. Hammerli
Presented at WNRE, June 16, 19 76
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3.2 RADIATION CHEMISTRY

3.2.1 Pulsed Electron Radiation Chemistry
- A.W. Boyd and O.A. Miller

(a) Subexcitation Electrons in O2-Rare Gas Mixtures

In the detailed comparison of the measured 0 3 yields
in oxygen-rare gas mixtures (see PR-CMa-35, AECL-5381)
with the values of the yields of the primary species in
these mixtures, calculations of the contributions of the
subexcitation electrons of the rare gases to the 0i
yields have been made. These contributions have been
found to be important for He, Ne and Ar. They are com-
pared with measured and other calculated yields in
Table 3.2.1.1. In the calculations the energy of the
subexcitation electrons was taken as 15% of the total
energy absorbed by the rare gas. Their spectra were
taken to be that calculated for He^-) and it was further
assumed that the only significant loss process in the
range 5 - 20 eV was dissociative excitation of O 2. The
O 2 cross sections in this energy region were taken from
the compilation by Kieffer'^).

As can be seen, inclusion of the subexcitation
electron contribution gives good agreement with the
experimental G(O3) values for He-O2 and Ar-O2 but not
for Ne-O2. A possible explanation of this discrepancy
is that while the reaction of Ne + with O 2 gives only O +

+ 0 at 100 kPa(6), some O2 may be formed at 0.3 kPa where
our measurements were made.

(b) N 2 and NO Yields frr" Nitric Oxide

Work has continued on the radiolysis of nitric
oxide (see PR-CMa-36, AECL-5511). The NO2 yield has
been measured to provide a check on the N 2 yields pre-
viously obtained and values for G(N2) have been obtained
at higher and lower dose rates using the Febetron 706
and the Gammacell.

The NO2 yield was measured by means of its optical
absorption at 450 nm using a Cary 17 spectrophotometer.
The NO was removed to prevent formation of ^ 2 O 3 and the
NO2 was transferred to a 5 cm cell. With a single
Febetron pulse the optical density was 0.06- The
yield of NOZ calculated using the extinction coefficient
of Hall and Blacet(6) is G(NO2) = 7.6 ± 0.4. This
agrees reasonably well with the yield of N 2 for a single
pulse obtained previously G (N02) = 2G(H2) = 2(4.2 ± 0.2) =
8.4 ± 0.4.



TABLE 3.2.1.1

Contribution of Iono, F.xcited States a rid Subexcition Electrons of
He, Ne and Ar to the U3 Yield in Mixtures with 02

Helium Neon Argon

Measured Ion Pair Yield
Contribution to G(0 3)

a

Calculated Excited State
Yieldb

Contribution to G(03)

Calculated Eubexcitation
Electron Contribution

Total Calculated G(03)

Experimental G(0*)c

2.41

1.3+0.2

9.64

3.3

2.8

15.7

16.2±0.7

2.

• 1 .

76

5±0.4

11.

3

2.

16.

13.

04

5

5

7 + 0.

3.

1.

6

82

0±0.2

7.

2

2

11.

11 +

64

6

0.6

He and Ne react with O2 to give O + 0 and thus four O3 molecules, Ar gives O2
and thus only two O3 molecules.

Based on references (3) to (5). He* gives both O + 0 and 02. Ne* and Ar* give
only ot or O*.

Yield due only to energy absorbed by the rare gas.
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The yields of N2 obtained with the Febetron 706
and the Gammacell are listed in Table 3.2.1.2. The in-
crease in G(N2) obtained at ^ 2 x 10

2 8 eV q~l s~l over
that previously obtained at 2 x 10 2 7 eV g s~1

(G(N2) = 4.2 ± 0.2) is consistent with these two dose
rates, the rate constants for reactions [1] and [2]:

[1] NO+ + e-+N + 0 kj ~ 10~6 cm3 molecules"' s"'

[2] 2NO + e •+ NO" + NO k2 = 10~
3 0 cm6 molecule"?s~ '

and the assumption that neutralization of NO by NO"
does not result in N2 formation.

TABLF 3.2.1.2

N2 Yields from the Radiolysis of NO with the
Febetron 706 and the Gammacell

Dose Rate Dose
Sample Composition eV g~' s~ x eV g~* G (N2)

100 kPa MO ^ 2 x 10 2 s 1.1 x 1019 5.1

100 kPa NO 2.3 x 1016 4.1 x 10 1 9 5.5

100 kPa NO 2.3 x 10 ! 6 8.2 x 10 1 9 4.8

100 kPa NO 2.3 x 10 1 6 1.64 x 10 2 0 3.9

100 kPa HO 2.3 x 10 1 6 3.28 x 10 2 0 3.5

100 kPa NO/kPa SF6 2.3 x 10 1 6 4.1 x 10 1 9 4.7

100 kPa NO/kPa SF6 2.3 x 10 1 6 9.2 x 1 0 H 4.1
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The results with the Gammacell are much more dif-
ficult to explain. The increase in the N2 yield at 10'6

eV g"1 s-1 over that at 10 2 7 ev g"l s~' and the effect
of SF6 on this yield imply that there is a contribution
from dissociative neutralization at the lower dose rate.
The positive ion at any dose rate should be NO + as it
has the lowest ionization potential of the possible
species. As discussed, at Febetron dose rates 10 2 7 to
10 2 8 eV g-1 s"1 this should be neutralized by the electron
or NO". At 10 ) 6 eV g"1 s"1 the major negative ion after
a few seconds should be NO7 and this should be replaced
over several hours by NO^. Thus with the Gammacell N0 +

should be initially neutralized by NOl- This is ener-
getically capable of giving N + O, whereas NO + NO3 is
not. This could explain the dose dependence of G(N2) at
10 2 6 eV g"1 s *, but_it is difficult to understand how
neutralization by NO 2 could give dissociation of NO

+

when neutralization by NO~ apparently does not.

Work on this system is continuing.

(1) D.A. Douthat, Radiation Research 6_1, 1 (1975).

(2) L.J. Kieffer, Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics, Boulder, Colorado, Report COM-74-
11661 (1973).

(3) G.D. Alkhazov, Soviet Physics-Technical Physics
16_, 1995 (1972).

(4) S. Sato, K. Okazaki and S. Ohno, Bull. Chem. Soc.
Japan £7_, 2174 (1974) .

(5) E. Eggarter, J. Chem. Phys. (52_, 833 (1975).

(6) T.C. Hall and F.E. Blacet, J. Chem. Phys. 20_.-
1745 (1952).

3.2.2 Pulse Radiolysis of Liquid Systems
- W.A. Seddon, J.W. Fletcher, F.C. Sopchyshyn and

J.J. Jevcak

(a) Liquid Ammonia/Ethylamine

This work is currently under review for publica-
tion. No additional experiments have been conducted
in the last quarter.
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(b) Hydrazine/Ethylamine

The studies on mixed solvents have been extended to
investigate the effect of the more polar solvent, hy-
drazine, on the yields and spectra of e~, ion-pairs or
"monomers" M°, and anions, M~ in basic solutions of
ethylamine. The results are similar to ethylamine/
ammonia mixtures in that the e^ absorption maximum shows
a markedly non-linear dependence on solvent composition.
Significant shifts at low hydrazine concentrations indi-
cate that short-range interactions are predominant where
preferential solvation by polar aggregates can occur.

In comparison to the ammonia mixtures, hydrazine is
more effective (20 rather than 99 mole%) in inhibiting
the post-pulse growth in infra-red absorption attribu-
ted to M° formation. The influence of hydrazine on the
spectrum of M° appears to be even more pronounced than
that noted for e^. No shift with solvent composition
is observed for the species M~.

Preliminary results indicate that changes in the
yield, G(e~), are more dependent on the bulk properties
of the mixture than are the optical spectra.

(c) Liquid Amines at Low Temperatures

In previous reports we have noted that precise de-
termination of the optical absorption for e^ is impos-
sible because of solvent absorption at or near the band
maxima. Furthermore, the free ion yield for solvated
electrons G l e p j ; shows marked differences at room
temperature in the series methylamine, ethylamine and
isopropylamine. These solvents are now being investi-
gated at low temperatures where a blue shift in the eg
absorption band allows the absorption maximum and tem-
perature coefficient to be determined. Preliminary
results indicate that differences in G(es)fi are associ-
ated with markedly different rates of geminate decay
rather than significant shifts in A m a x or differences in
extinction coefficients.

(d) Van de Graaff Accelerator

For the first time since its purchase in 1970, the
2.5 MeV Van de Graaff electron accelerator has required
a significant overhaul. Maintenance, repair and trouble-
shooting resulted in machine down time of approximately
four weeks.
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3.2.3 Photochemical Isotope Separation
- R.D. McAlpine, D.K. Evans, F.K. McClusky and P.J. Mason

(a) Laser Absorption Measurements

Absorption measurements using the HF laser are be-
ing used to determine how effective vibrational stimu-
lation of reagent molecules can be accomplished using
fixed frequency lasers. The inability to vary the
laser frequency severely restricts the number of chemi-
cal systems available for study. Sor.ie endothermic re-
actions of interest can only be stimulated if reagent
vibrational levels corresponding to V > 2 are excited
and for some of these, near coincidence with HF or DF
laser lines occurs. One such example is DBr. In this
molecule, the P 2(5) laser line is 0.31 cm"! from the
line centre of the P(6)V = 2 -<- V = 0 "forbidden" (in
the harmonic approximation) transition. The Doppler
width of this transition is only 3 x 10" 3 cm"1 (HWHM)
at 300 K, hence no absorption of the P 2(5) laser line
will occur under conditions where only Doppler broad-
ening occurs. However, the line width of the transition
can be pressure broadened to the point that absorption
can occur for the P 2(5) laser line. An estimate of the
effect of pressure broadening has been based on litera-
ture values of the intensity of the P(6) AV = 2 trans-
ition for HBr and an estiir.?»te of the Lorentzian Una
width. These indicate that pressures of 90 to 100 kPa
will be required to achieve significant absorbance in
path lengths of 1 metre {see Figure 3.2.3.1). Pre-
liminary absorption studies have been completed and an
absorbance of 0.34 m~1 has been measured at 9 3 kPa.
This compares with our estimate of 0.4 7 m~* based on HBr
data. We conclude from this that fixed frequency lasers
can be used for reagent vibrational stimulation where,
at best, only near coincidence occurs. Our observa-
tion of pressure broadened absorption by DBr increases
the number of systems which can be effectively stimu-
lated by the HF/DF laser.

(b) Laser Stimulation of Chemical Reactions

Laser irradiation of two systems, CHjCl/Br arid
HBr/I have commenced this quarter. The Br and I ator.s
are produced from Br 2 and I 2 respectively by visible
light. In both of these systems, the excitation to
levels corresponding to at least two HF or DF laser
photons is required to stimulate the endothermic re-
actions. This can be accomplished by virture of very
fast (̂  10 times the collisional rate) V-V energy
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transfer processes such as

2HBr (V = 1) -*• HBr (V = 2) + HBr (V = 0) + 90 err !.

For the CH3C1/Br system, experimental pressures of
32 kPa for CH3C1 and 2.7 kPa for Br,-. were used. It was
necessary to pulse the visible light source (which pro-
duces Br atoms) synchronously with the laser in order to
prevent a competing reaction from consuming the bromine-
Analytical gas chroinatographic procedures have been
worked out which permit the detection of 10 ppm or more
of the product CH3Br in CH3Cl. Some CH3Br has been de-
tected after laser irradiation but it is not yet possible
to conclude that it has been formed as a result of laser
stimulation.

Several irradiations of mixtures of HBr and I2 have
been carried out using the DF laser and a visible light
source. Analysis for HI is being done using a quadru-
pole mass spectrometer located in General Chemistry
Branch (see Section 2.2.6 of this report). Results to
date are too tentative to allow conclusions to be drawn.

3.3 HYDROGFN-WATER FXCHANGF

3.3.1 Kinetic Studies of the Isotopic Exchange Between
Hydrogen and Water
- J.P. Butler, J. den Hartog and F.W. Molson
- J.H. Rolston, D.R. Clegg and L.W. Thomson

The results of this research are given in an in-
ternal CRNL report.

3.3.2 Surface Studies by X-ray and UV Photoelectron Spectro-
scopy (XPS and UPS)
- P.R. Norton, R.L. Tapping and J.W. Goodaie

(a) Catalyst Studies

During the last quarter the XPR studies of carbon
supported platinum have been extended to include sup-
ported platinum-gold catalysts. It has been shown
that XPS can distinguish between the effects of exposing
Pt to ^ 103 Pa-s of O2 at 295 and 600 K where the latter
treatment produces a thin oxide layer. This has also
been demonstrated in the platinum-gold system and the
ability of XPS to locate the adsorption site (Pt in the
Pt-Au catalysts) may prove to be of general utility in
catalyst studies.



The investigation of the effects of weight loading
and particle size upon XPS spectra is continuing.

(b) Single Crystal Studies of Ni (110)

The adsorption of oxygen on the oxidation of Ni (110)
surfaces completes the study of the oxidation of the
basal planes'of nickel [(111), (110), (100)]. This
work will be submitted to Surface Science for publication.

(c) Uranium Nitride

A single crystal of UN provided by Dr. V7. Buyers
(Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch) was cleaned by
a process of Ar + or Xe ion sputtering followed by heat-
ing to 1275 K with 10-" Pa N 2. The reactivity of UN
reouires very high purity sputtering gases and a vacuum
in the 10" 9 Pa range. The nitrogen content of the sur-
face of UN could be varied by sputtering with different
atomic weight gases and the resulting changes in the
valence band were followed by UPS techniques. Heating
the sample in N 2 at 1275 K appeared to restore the 1:1
stoichiometry of the surface.

XPS and UPS investigations of the cleaned crystals
indicated that the almost-metallic conductivity of this
material results from a very high density of f and d
states at the Fermi level. This has important implic-
ations for the magnetic properties of UN and in par-
ricular might explain the observed lack of spin-wave
excitations in UN. We plan to make a similar study
on Th\' in which there are no f electrons.

(d) Surface Relaxation Studies (with J.A. Davies,
Solid State Science Branch)

Channeling studies of Ni and Pt (111) , (110) , (100)
planes continued during the quarter (see Section 1.2.6
of this report). Nuclear microanalysis proved that in
situ cleaning techniques developed (heating to 1275 K
in O2, then in vacuum for ^ 5 minutes) are effective for
platinum, resulting in surfaces containing, at most,
0.1 monolayers of impurities.

3.4 ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY

3.4.1 Conductivity and Ultraviolet-Visible Spectrophotometry
of Methylamide/Methylamine Solutions
- F.A. Syrnons and J.D. Bonnett
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3.4.2 Thermal Decomposition of Methylamine
- E.A. Symons and J.D. Bonnett

The results of the research under these headings
are given in internal CRNL reports.

3.4.3 NMR Investigations of Potassium Methylamide (PMA)/
Methylamine (AM) Solutions
- J.D. Halliday and P.E. Bindner

Measurements of the effect of temperature and pot-
assium methylamide concentration, [PMA] , on the methyl-
amine amino proton linewidth have been completed,
Figure 3.4.3.1. The data for a given [PMA] show evi-
dence of a line width maximum which shifts to higher
temperatures with decreasing [PMA]. This complex
temperature behaviour results from two competing effects
as the temperature is increased: (1) the quadrupole
relaxation of the 'UN nucleus slows and this results in
a broadening of the amino proton line, and (2) the rate
of the amine-amino proton exchange for the reaction

- + - +
[1] CH3NH2 + CH3NHK -•=-=* CH3NHK + CH3NH2

increases and narrows the linewidth.

Samples for the above studies were prepared in a
self-contained all-glass system (Figure 3.4.3.2). Suc-
cessive dilutions on a stock PMA solution were made with-
out risk of admitting traces of moisture. The PMA con-
centration of each solution was determined by UV/visible
spectrophotometry prior to sealing a portion in the
attached NMR tubes.

3.5 REPORTS, PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

3.5.1 Publications

Isotope Effects in the Gas Phase Radiolysis of H2S
and D 2S
- R.D. McAlpine, O.A. Miller and A.w. Boyd, Can. J.

Chem. (in press).

An XPS and UPS Study of Implanted and Adsorbed Xenon
on Nickel (100) and (111) Surfaces
- R.L. Tapping and P.R. Norton, Chem. Phys. Letters,

(in press).
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Figure 3.4.3.2 - Self-Contained Apparatus for Preparation and
Analysis of PMA/AM Solutions.
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Pulse Radiolysis of Alkali Metal Cations in Isopropyl-
amine: Correlation of Optical Absorption Spectra with
Electron Spin Resonance Data
- W.A. Seddon, J.W. Fletcher and F.C. Sopchyshyn

Chem. Phys. (in press).

Pulse Radiolytic Formation of Solvated Electrons in
Hydrazine
- W.A. Seddon, J.W. Fletcher and F.C. Sopchyshyn,

Can. J. Chem. (in press).

3.5.2 Lectures

Predicted and Experimental Yields in the Radiolysis
of Gases
- A.W. Boyd, Invited seminar at the University of

Calgary, Chemistry Department, 12 April, 19 76.

Ozone Yields from the Radiolysis of Oxygen-Rare Gas
Mixtures
- A.W. Boyd, O.A. Miller and E.B. Selkirk, Chemical

Institute of Canada 59th Chemical Conference, London,
Ontario, 6 - 9 June, 1976.

Catalytic Hydrogen-Water Isotopic Exchange — A New
Approach to Heavy Water Production
~ J-P- Butler, J.H. Rolston and W.H. Stevens,

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,Ottawa,
14 May, 19 76.

Proton Exchange in Anhydrous Amines by *H NMR
- J.D. Halliday and P.E. Bindner, Chemical Institute

of Canada 59th Chemical Conference, London, Ontario,
6 - 9 June, 1976

Isotope Effects in the Gas Phase Radiolysis of H2S and
D2S
- R.D. McAlpine, O.A. Miller and A.W. Boyd, Chemical

Institute of Canada 59th Chemical Conference, London,
Ontario, 6 - 9 June, 1976.

The Use of Photoemission in Surface Research
- P.R. Norton, Invited seminar given at the meeting

of the Canadian Association of Physicists, Quebec
City, 14 - 17 June, 1976.



The Dissociation Constants for Potassium Amide and
Methylamine Ion-Pairs in Methylamine Between 218 and
293 K
- E.A. Symons and J.D. Bonnett, Chemical Institute of
Canada 59th Chemical Conference, London, Ontario,
6 - 9 June, 1976.

Photoemission Studies of the Chemisorption of Carbon
Monoxide on Nickel
- R.L. Tapping, Electrochemical Society Ontario-Quebec
Young Authors' Symposium on Electrochemistry of Thin
Films, University of Ottawa, 21 May, 1976.
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4.2 SURFACE CHEMISTRY

4.2.1 Stress Corrosion Cracking of Zr-2.5% Nb by Stray Contamination

- B. Cox

The appearance of an area of brittle fracture on the
fracture face of a notched tensile specimen of Zr-2.5% Nb
pressure tube material strained in 573 K air bore a strong
resemblance to some stress corrosion cracks induced by expo-
sure to fused salts at 573 K. Previous experience (PR-CMa-14;
AECL-3776; July-Sept. 1970, and Oxid. of Met. 1971, 2_, 399)
had shown this this type of SCC could be induced by very small
traces of these salts applied to Zircaioy-2 surfaces. Thus
50 ug of contamination had been observed to give cracking in
2 days at 723 K, and as little as 0.05 ug had a visible effect
on the local surface oxide growth. However, during this
earlier study, little or no work was done on Zr-Nb alloy
specimens; there were, therefore, no fractographic standards
available for comparison with the unidentified fracture.

To provide such standards for future comparison, trans-
verse, notched-tensile specimens of Zr-Nb pressure tube 929
with a nominal hydrogen content of ^ 10 ppm were strained in
a helium atmosphere containing traces of air at 573 K. The
first specimen was contaminated with about 5 mg of a mixture
of sodium and potassium nitrate and sodium chloride, a combi-
nation observed previously to give very rapid intergranular
cracking of Zircaloy-2. At a stress of 600 MPa (calculated
-;n the notch area) this sample failed in 17^ hours; the stress
rupture life at this stress could be expected to exceed 103 hours.

The brittle areas of the fracture surface were slightly
oxidised and appeared to consist of mixed intergranular and
transgranular cracking. In Zircaloy-2 this salt mixture gives
entirely intergranular cracking, whereas a LiCl/KCl mixture
gives transgranular cracking. One feature of the cracking of
the Zr-Nb specimen was the prominent branching of the crack in
the longitudinal/circumferential plane (i.e. at right angles
to the main fracture), where it appeared to be following the
grain boundaries. In the plane of the primary fracture many
of the grains appeared to have cracked transgranularly.

The second specimen was loaded under the same conditions
and contaminated with ^ 5 mg of a nitrate-iodide mixture, which
had previously been observed to give entirely transgranular
cracking in Zircaloy-2. This specimen broke after 49 hours at
573 K in impure helium. The fracture surface was again lightly
oxidised and this time appeared to be entirely transgranular
in nature. The longitudinal branching of the crack was almost
entirely absent.

The NOJ/C1" crack had initiated at one point on the
specimen circumference and had then spread laterally around
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the circumferenca to give a roughly "crescent-moon shaped"
area of brittle fracture. The NOi/I" crack had nucleated at
three sites around the circumference and each of these had
spread to give a fan-shaped brittle area, prior to the ductile
overload failure of the centre of the specimen. In each of
these fan-shaped areas the crack appeared to have tunneled
outwards from the initiation point, leaving uncracked webs at
the surface which subsequently sheared.

A third specimen was contaminated with human perspira-
tion, the main components of which are sodium and potassium
chlorides and nitrogenous compounds (probably mainly organic
in nature). This specimen was stressed at 750 MPa at 573 K
in impure helium. Although the expected creep-rupture life
under these conditions was about 400-500 hours, the specimen
failed on loading. Another specimen, from Tube 1335, similarly
contaminated, is being tested at 700 MPa, and will be broken
open after 200 hours. The first of this pair of specimens is
currently undergoing metallographic examination. A complete
rim of brittle cracking, which occurred during the 16 h the
specimen was at temperature, but prior to loading, was observed
in this instance. The residual stresses at the notch were
presumably sufficient to initiate this cracking; previous
experience has shown that stress is necessary only to direct
this type of cracking; even annealed unstressed specimens may
be attacked.

4.2.2 SEM Examination of Hydride Flakes in Pressure Tube Material

- R.A. Ploc and J.F.R. Ambler (Metallurgical Engineering Branch)

A specimen was examined from pressure tube number 629B
which had two thermal cycles to 500 K and was held at 718 MPa
in the first instance (980 hours) and at 828 MPa (604 hours)
in the second. The cross-sectioned specimen revealed several
large radially oriented hydrides (.05 to .08 cm in length)
which were examined in the SEM. The hydride flakes were cracked
long the center of their width and gave indications of having

a thin oxide film on the two matching faces. The sample was
attack polished and the same hydrides re-examined to demonstrate
that the crack length was equal to the full depth of the flakes.

4.2.3 SEM Examination of Zr-2.5% Nb Pressure Tube Joints

- R.A. Ploc and M.A. Miller

(a) Normal_Joints

The oxide normally present on the inside surface of the
pressure tube was removed by sand blasting and chemical polishing



from the area to be roiled. Scribe mark- and surface replicas
were made. Following rolling ("good" and "bad") surface
replicas were once again made of tube 929 and SEM examination
did not reveal the microcracks previously reported (PR-CMa-36,
section 4.2.11). Only in one instance, was a crack noted
(7.5 pm long). This crack was non-typical and appeared after
the rolling ("bad" roll). Further work is continuing on loca-
ting the origin of the "microcracks".

(b) Zero_Clearance_Joints

Three sections, from 4 to 10 cm from the end of the
rolled joint ZC54 were examined in the SEM. "Microcracks"
were observed in equal numbers throughout the whole area in
the inside surface. The "microcracks" were again oriented
±15° to the longitudinal direction. A few cracks 50-60 ym
in length were found. A segment of the pressure tube was
polished to 'cross-section" the "microcracks". In this way the
"microcracks" were shown to be etched-out hydrides.

4.2.4 Computer Generation of K-line Patterns for Electron Microscopy

- R.A. Ploc and M. Miller

Extensive modifications and testing were performed on
the computer program STEREO (AECL-3741). The successfully
achieved object of this work was to produce stereographic
Kossel and Kikuchi patterns. Further refinements have allowed
the magnification of the central portion of these K-line pro-
jections as well as the labelling of the lirso.

4.2.5 Corrosion of Zr3Al-Base Alloys

- E.M. Schulson and T.P. Trottier

(a) 3oron_Containin2 Alloys

Further to PR-CMa-36 (4.2.3a), Zr-8.6% Al alloys con-
taining 0, 10 and 100 ppn boron (nominal) have been exposed
for 94 days in 0.1 MPa steam at 675 K. The weight gains are
245 ± 20, 165 ± 40 and 230 + 30 mg/dm2for the 0, 10 and 100 ppm
alloys, respectively. Thus, as previously noted, boron has
little effect on the; short-term oxidation resistance of Zr3Al.
The scatter in the data is attributed to variations in the a-Zr
content.

(b) Oxidation _in_Pressurised_Water__(575_Ki_8i2_MPa)_

Further to PR-CMa-36 (section 4.2.3b), the single -
phase Zr 8.95% Al alloy appears to be oxidizing at a decreasing
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rate with increasing time. After 210 days, the oxidation rate
was 'v 0.04 mg/dm2•day compared to ^ 0.1 my/dm2-day for Zircaloy-2
(Bh grade) , whereas after 285 r'-iys the rate has fallen to
^ 0.02 mg/dm2-day, compared to 'v 0.05 mg/dm2- day for Zircaloy-2,
Green interference colours are still evident, implying an oxide
thickness of % 590 nm. The weight gain is 16 + 1 mg/dm2 com-
pared to ro 34 mg/dm2 for Zircaloy-2. Thus, the oxidation rate
of Zr3Al continues to be less than about one-half that of
Zircaloy-2.

4.2.6 Determination of K m for Zirconium

- E.M. Schulson and T.P. Trottier

By using double cantilever beams (DCB's) of fixed
opening displacement, it should in principle be possible to
determine Kjfj from the crack arrest position because l<x
continually decreases with crack propagation. To this end,
6 specimens of Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubing have been pre-fatigued
to produce sharp cracks in the longitudinal direction, wedge-
loaded to achieve a Ki > 60 MPa/m (calculated), given a thermal
cycle to 575 K, and then slowly cooled to 375 K and held at
375 K.

After times exceeding 50 days (71 days in one case)
no crack propagation has been seen to occur, judging from the
position of the fatigue cracks in the specimen surface. However,
after 22 days it was observed, upon cracking open o.ie specimen.
that a small amount of hydride-assisted crack propagation had
occurred, but only near the tip of the prefatigued crack and
via tunnelling. These observations also revealed that the
prefatigued cracks, rather than extending the full length of
the chevron-shaped crack starter, only penetrated, the surface
of the chevron, thus complicating visual assessments o^ propa-
gation. Subsequently, another specimen was prefatigued, this
time extending the crack the full length of the chevron, and
then thermally cycled and held. In this case, no propagation
haf been seen (again, judging from the position of the crack
on the surface) after 30 days.

It thus appears that the DCB method of letermining
KlH will be necessarily long, at least for tubing of the type
presently under investigation in which the hydrogen content is
nominally Hi 10 ppm.

4.2.. 7 Corrosion of Mild Steel in Aqueous H2S Solutions - Preparation
of Pyrite

-- N. Ramasubramanian

An outer scale of pyrite is a protective coating to



reduce the corrosion of mild steel in aqueous H2S environments.
Therefore, a few methods other than corroding the steel in
aqueous sulfide solutions were tried to form pyrite. Chemical
vapor deposition by reacting ferric chloride and hydrogen
sulfide (1000 ppm in nitrogen) was attempted in a flow type
reactor; no reaction occurred up to 723 K. Sputtering an iron
cathode in a DC glow discharge or argon containing sulfur
resulted mainly in the deposition of iron. Mild steel samples
were corroded in molten sodium polysulfide and sulfur at 573
to 723 K over a period of 4 h; a thick scale of the black
mono-sulfide that easily cracked and spalled from the sample
was the product.

4.3 METAL PHYSICS

4.3.1 Mechanical Testing

- S.R. MacEwen and F. Santone

Specimens machined from the longitudinal (L) and
transverse (T) directions of tubes 660 (assumed to be a
"bad" tube) and 41 (assumed to be a "good" tube) have been
deformed at room temperature at a constant true strain rate
of 3 x 10~5 s"' to a total strain of 5%. Stress relaxation
tests were performed at a strain of 2.5%. Table 4.3.1.1
records the initial flow data. It is seen that the proportional
limit and the 0.2% offset stresses are significantly higher
in tube 660 than in tube 41. Table 4.3.1.2 gives the results
of the stress relaxation tests. The activation areas given
were calculated from the slope of Ao vs ln(t) at long times.
From this simple analysis it appears that the activation area
is slightly lower in the "bad" tube, indicating a slightly
higher interstitial oxygen plus nitrogen content.

Further details of the experiments are given in a
memo to C.E. Ells, May 3, 1976.

TABLE 4.3.1.1

Modulus and yield stress data for pressure tubes 660 and 41.

Specimen Young's Modulus
(GPa)

660-T ! 93.3
41-T | 92.4

660-L ! 100.5
43-L ' 95.7

Proportional
Limit
(MPa)

438.5
400.0

477.5
400.0

0.2%
Offset
(MPa)

742.5
722.5

675.0
562.5
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TABLE 4.3.1.2

Stress relaxation data. Activation area expressed in
terms of b, the Burgers vector, and M, the Taylor fac-

tor, (b = 3.2 x 10-10m)

Specimen

66 0-T
41-T

660-L
41-L

Initial
Stress
(MPa)

912.4
843.2

808.6
713.8

Initial
Strain

0.2503
0.2502

0.2235
0.2502

Relaxation Slope
dAa/dln(t)

(MPa)

13.4
12.8

11.0
10.0

Activation
Area

9.3 M Tb
2

9.7 M Tb
2

11.3 M Lb
2

12.4 MLb2

(b) ZircaloY-2_Pressure_Tubes

Specimens machined from the longitudinal (L) and
transverse (T) directions of a Zircaloy pressure tube (#492)
have been deformed in an identical manner to the Zr-2.5% Nb
specimens described in the previous section, (a). Initial
yield data are recorded in Table 4.3.1.3

TABLE 4.3.1.3

Modulus and yield stress data for Zircaloy-2 tube 492.

Specimen

492-T-l
492-T-2

492-L-l
492-L-2

Young's Modulus
(GPa)

94
90

93
110

Proportional Limit
(MPa)

378.0
376.7

311.7
300.0

0.2% Offset
(MPa)

574.2
578.3

510.0
510.0

The stress-strain curves for the two longitudinal
specimens are in excellent agreement. The agreement is
somewhat worse for the transverse specimens, especially
at low strain. The discrepancy undoubtedly arises from the
fact that the T specimens have been incompletely straightened,
and some curvature remains. At low stresses the extensometer



measurements will be slightly in error as the specimen is
straightened. In addition, the straightening process prior
to testing introduces an unknown amount of deformation into
the specimen. Table 4.3.1.4 records the stress relaxation
data for one T and one L specimen.

TABLE 4.3.1.4

Stress Relaxation Data for Zircaloy-2 Tube 492

Specimen

492-T-l

492-L-l

Initial
Stress
(MPa)

622.2

671-8

Initial
Strain
(MPa)

.0250

.0250

Relaxation Slope
dAcr/dln(t)

{MPa)

10.7

12.7

Activation
Area

11.6 MTb
2

9-8 MLb
2

It is seen that the activation areas, expressed in terras of
the Burgers' vector b and the Taylor factor M, are in good
agreement with those obtained for Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes.

(c) Zr-2_15%_Nb_Containin2_HYdride_Oriented_Normal to_the
Tensile_Axis

Specimens machined from the short transverse direction
of a Zr-2.5% Nb slab containing a nominal 5-10 ppm hydrogen
were deformed at room temperature to determine the influence
of hydride plates oriented normal to the stress axis on
mechanical properties. One specimen was simply pulled to
failure at a rate of 3 x 10~5 s~l; a second was stress cycled
from the flow stress to 100 MPa every 0.5% strain. The
stress-strain curves are recorded in Fig. 4.3.1.1. Surface
cracks were observed on both specimens at strains as low as
4%. Nevertheless,there is no apparent change in the modulus
of the stress cycled specimen, indicating that the cracks at
hydride-matrix interfaces do not close with decreasing stress.
Stress cycling appears to have decreased the strain at the UTS
and increased the strain at failure. A large number oZ specimens
would have to be tested to confirm the trend statistically.

A third specimen was held at 573 K for 2^ hours and
then watev quenched to produce a very fine distribution of
small hydride plates. The stress-strain curve was not signi-
ficantly different from that of the specimen containing large
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hydride plates, both specimens failing at less than 5^% strain
and with almost no reduction in area.

(d) Stress_Degendence_of_Crack_VelocitY_in_Zr-2^5%_Nb

A constant-K specimen, such as described in PR-CMa-36,
4.3.1(b), was fatigued to produce a fatigue crack approximately
3 x 10"3 m long in an attempt to alleviate the problem of
bending in the specimen arms. The specimen was thermally
cycled under load and then held at loads of 250, 360, and
415 kg for times up to 125 h, at 343 K. Crack opening dis-
placement (COD) rates were found to be of the order of 10"B s"1

and decreased with time. Examination of the specimen after
testing showed that gross plastic flow had occurred at the
fatigue crack tip. Examination of the fracture surface beyond
the fatigue crack showed three regions which presumably related
to the three test stresses. However, because of the plastic
flow occurring it is not possible to relate the COD rate to
the crack velocity.

4.3.2 Steady-State Creep in ot-Zr

- S.R. MacEwen and R.G. Fleck (Ontario Hydro)

A detailed examination of the steady-state creep data
obtained during the past three years has confirmed our original
conclusion (PR-CMa-33, April-June 1975) that the steady state
creep rate in a-Zr is not simply diffusion controlled. A
model has been derived which assumes that the creep rate can
be expressed in terms of thermally activated glide, and that
the free energy for the glide process is a function of stress,
temperature, and structure. Structure is considered to depend
on stress and temperature. Expressions have been derived for
the temperature and stress dependence of the steady-state
creep rate. These in turn are functions of the stress and tem-
perature dependence of the structure. In principle the former
can be obtained from measurements of the creep rate transient
following a sudden change in stress. Transient creep measure-
ments have been made following stress changes from 7 to 14 MPa.,
10 to 14 MPa, and 10 to 16 MPa at 873 K. The data are being
analyzed to extract the apparent activation area and the stress
dependence of the steady-state structure.

4.3.3 In-Reactor Creep of g-Zr

- S.R. MacEwen and J. Watters (in collaboration with V. Fidleris,
Metallurgical Engineering Branch).

Electron microscopy of specimens cut parallel to and
normal to the slip plane of a single crystal creep specimen
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which had been tested in-reactor showed that the dislocation
structure consisted almost entirely of small (0.65 nm radius)
prismatic loops. Network dislocations were rarely observed.
In addition, cleared swaths, similar to those formed in irra-
diated specimens deformed out of flux, were seen in sections
cut normal to the slip plane. It is thought that these
channels formed during the creep process, not on initial loading
or accidentally when the specimen was removed from the creep
rig.

The strain rate that would result directly from the
growth of the prismatic loops has been calculated from the
steady-state solutions to the rate equations for irradiation-
produced point defects. The calculations have been done in
three ways depending on the choice of the expression for the
point defect-dislocation bias factor. In all cases it was
found that the calculated creep rate was 2-3 orders of magni-
tude lower than observed experimentally. Thus it is concluded
that the growth of the loops does not contribute significantly
to the overall creep rate and that the principal source of
strain is dislocation glide producing cleared channels.

4.3.4 The Strength and Ductility of Zr3Al

- E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

(a) Grain_Size_Effects

Further to PR-CMa-34 (4.4.6), tensile experiments at
295 and 675 K using high-purity Zr-8.9% Al transformed to
Zr3Al (or grain size from 1.6 to 41 um) and then electro-
chemically polished have established that:

(i) at both temperatures, the flow stress, ae, increases
with decreasing grain size, d, in accordance with
the Hall-Petch relationship:

where 0Of£ and kE are constants for a given tensile
strain, e, Figure 4.3.4.1.

(ii) aOtC increases approximately linearly with strain; ke
is essentially strain independent at 295 K, but decreases
slightly during the early stages of flow at 675 K,
Figure 4.3.4.2.

(iii) cOfO is higher at 675 K and ke is slightly lower,
Fiqure 4.3.4.2.
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Figure 4.3.4.1 Hall-Petch plot of the grain-size dependence of
the fljw stress of Zr3Al polycrystals.
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Figure 4.3.4.2 Plots of the effect of true tensile strain on
the Hall-Petch parameters c and k .
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Although the tensile strength and ductility results
are somewhat scattered, they suggest that the UTS is, to a
first approximation, independent of grain size (1085 + 60 MPa
at 295 K and 930 + 30 MPa at 675 K), but that the strain to
fracture increases slightly with increasing grain size. The
latter point is consistent with the absence of a marked effect
of grain size on the work-hardening rate and with the ductile
appearance of the fracture surfaces, failure having occurred
near the point of maximum load where cE =

The fundamental significance of these results is
discussed elsewhere (E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy, submitted
to Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Mech. Prop, of Materials, Boston
1976, ASM). From a practical viewpoint, the results show
that grain refinement is a potent method for increasing the
yield strength of Zr3Al over the temperature range of interest
to potential reactor applications.

(b) Temp_erature_Effects (in collaboration with S. Saimoto,
Queen's University)

Further to PR-CMa-36 (section 4.3.4), tensile experiments
using comrnercial-purity Zr 8.6% Al (B-soaked, transformed
to Zr3Al at 1160 K for 30 h, giving 5 pm grain size, and then
electrochemically polished) have been performed at 77 and 204 K
and at additional temperatures between 675 and 12.75 K
(?. - 3 x lO"1* s"1) • When combined with the earlier results,
it is now apparent that the yield stress, av, rather than
being temperature independent, shows a small temperature depen-
dence, Figure 4.3.4.3. Or particular note are three regions of
behaviour:

(i) From 77 to r^ 250 K, Oy decreases, in proportion to the
decrease in shear modulus;

(ii) from % 250 to 875 K, Oy increases with increasing tempera-
ture, in contrast to the usual decrease in strength with
increasing temperature for crystalline materials but in
keeping with the behaviour of other Ll2 phases (e.g.
Ni3Al, Ni3Ga and Cu3Au);

(iii) above 875 K, presumably to the peritectoid decomposi-
tion temperature, Tr, (assuming no stress-assisted
decomposition), Oy decreases.

The fundamental significance of these results and of
the work-hardening behaviour described previously (PR-CMa-36)
is discussed elsewhere (submitted to Proc. 4th Int. Conf. on
Strength of Metals and Alloys, Nancy, 1976). From a practical
point of view, the fact that ay varies only by about 10% over
1000 degrees of temperature means that Zr3Al should retain its
strength, and indeed get stronger, over the temperature
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range of interest to reactor core applications. In comparison,
the strength of Zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5% Nb falls quite rapidly
above ~ 60 0 K.

4.3.5 A Relationship between Hardness and Flow Stress of Zr3Al

- E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

If correlated with flow stress, ce, hardness, H,
provide.'i a convenient and inexpensive method of assessing
strength. To this end, experiments using high-purity Zr-8.9%
Al transformed to Zr3Al have established that:

H = HQ + kH<T
!' . ...(1)

where Ho = 124 kg/mm
2 {1210 MPa), kH = 6.38 kg/mm

3/2 (2.03
MN/m3/2) and d is the mean intercept between Zr3Al grain
boundaries (excluding twin boundaries) as measured on metallur-
gical sections or by thin foil electron microscopy. Although
based on no theoretical model, Ho is equivalent to the hardness
of a single crystal oriented for multiple slip, and ku, to
the effectiveness with which grain boundaries increase hardness.

When combined with the Petch relationship for aE
(section 4.3.4.a), equation 1 yields

o£(MPa) = aQ + ae + ̂  (H - HQ) ...(2)

where aQ = 90 MPa, P = 4 4 00 MPa, k = 0.76 MN/m
3/2

e is the true tensile strain and H is given in units of MPa.

Equation 2 applies strictly to well-annealed (i.e. as-
transformed) material and should not be used to predict the
flow stress of material in a work-hardened state for which
Ho will be higher and k^ may be higher or lower. When used
correctly, however, it provides an estimate which is within
±5% of the actual value.

Thus, hardness provides a rapid method for assessing
the strength of polycrystalline Zr3Al. A fuller account of
this work has been prepared for publication.

4.3.6 Fracture of Zr3Al

- E.M. Schulson and R.D. Davidson (Systems Materials Branch)

In previous reports (PR-CMa-35 and -36) it was established
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that microcracks form during tensile deformation of Zr3Al
(8.6% Al). Although improbable, the possibility existed that
the cracks were associated with a-Zr particles, and not with
Zr3Al. Recent electron microprobe analyses, however, have now
ruled this out. Areas immediately adjacent to cracks (i.e.
grains in which cracks appeared) and areas well away f' ">m the
cracks (i.e. several grains away) have essentially identical
Al to Zr ratios, implying that they are chemically (at least
as far as Zr and Al are concerned) the same. Moreover, the
ratios were about 3 times higher than Al/Zr ratios obtained
from a Zr-3% Al standard. It is thus concluded that cracking
is indeed within the Zr3Al phase.

4.3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy of Neutron Irradiated Zr3Al

- E.M. Schulson, J.F. Watters and J.A. Roy

Preliminary examinations have been made of thin foils
prepared from a Zr3Al specimen which had been irradiated at
320 K to 0.5 x 102" n/nr (E > 1 MeV), during which the volume
increased by 0.7% and the specimen elongated by ^ 0.5% (Causey,
Fidleris, Rosinger, Schulson, Urbanic, submitted to Int. Conf.
on Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry). They did not reveal
dislocation loops, in contrast to aZr based alloys similarly
irradiated, nor bubbles nor voids, in contrast to the usual
presence of such features in materials which swell upon irra-
••:±ation. They did, however, reveal some decrease in the degree
of long-range order, as evident from the weakening of the inten-
sity of the {100} and {110} superlattice spots.

The origin of swelling in Zr3Al is thus different from
that for other materials. It may be caused in part by an
increase in lattice parameters accompanying disordering, and
by local centers of dilation which could result from irradiation-
induced crystalline to amorphous transformations, known to occur
in Zr3Al (Howe, Rainville, Schulson, PR-CMa-33, 1.3.2 and
Schulson, Howe, Rainville, PR-CMa-33, 4.4.11), which might
form locally.

4.3.8 Positron Annihilation Measurements (PAM)

- G.M. Hood and P..J. Schultz

(a) PAM on Zr show clearly that results in the range 293-673 K are
erratic and irreproducible, well beyond the precision of the
measurements - this is in marked contrast with results from
673 to 1233 K. For the latter temperature range the data are
reproducible andf apart from relatively minor deviations in the
vicinity of the hep ->- bec transformation (Tg = 1136 K) , exhibit
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a linear dependence of the positron parameter L on T (see
PR-CMa-35, section 4.3.9 for a definition of L). The small
scale of effects near TQ contrasts with earlier measurements •
in the present work deviations from a mean value of dL/dT
are about a tenth those observed in the earlier work (see
PR-CMa-35, 4.3.9). The difference is tentatively associated
with a much smaller oxygen content in the present samples,
'v 0.03 at'h, compared to 0.52 at% in the Zr used for the ori-
ginal measurements. Large shifts in L at 293 K - dependent
on thermal history - are suggestive of effects on hydrides
precipitation.

(b) FAM on Al show a well-behavedS curve of L vs T. Apart from
enhanced L values upwards of 90 3 K, preliminary data analysis
indicates a vacancy formation energy of 0.78 eV.
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